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AP-STRA.GT

P, M. Gomford thought that the pre -Socratio philo
sophers were rationalizing myth and originally using the 
ana,Lane sis method of gaining knowledge, which re semble s 

the inspiration of shamans, ”empiricism” being introduced 

into philosophy from medicine by Alcmaeon.
The elements vmich Gornford thought came from myth 

may be (i) logical ideas based on insufficient observation 

or (ii) symptoms of Greek psychological tendencies. Myth 

differs from rhilosorhy in the way in which it uses (i) 

logical a,nd mythopoeic thought and (ii) experience and 
observation. Philosophy took its subject from myth and 
probably its method from, technology.

The Milesians* cosmology was probably the result of 

observation, however insufficient. Xenophanes was 

primarily interested in religion, but favoured the 
”empirical" method. Heraclitus supported an a priori
theory by observation. The method of a-namnesis probably 
originated in Pythagoreanismj but Pythagoras paid attention 

to reason and sense-perception, unlike the shamans. Some 

of the Pythagoreans * discoveries were "empirical” .

Alcmaeon was very "scientific” and originated the "empirical" 

theory. The Eleatics, while ignoring the evidence of 

the senses, made use of reason. In the work^ of Empedocles 
and Anaxagoras there are examples of observation and



experiment. The Atomists gave precedence to reason over 

sens e-pe t o e p t i on.

In the works of the Italian doctors there are many 

theories taken iron philosophy, hut also some careful 

observations and experiments ; the Cnidians tended to he 

over-erapirical, often drawing no conclusions from their 

observations and experiments; the Coan doctors, while not 

accepting the theories of philosophy sometimes went too 

far beyond the evidence of the senses.

Cone LUS ions ; the empirical method existed, before 

Alcmaeon; all the Greek philosophers, except the Eleatics, 

paid some attention to sense-perception; Greek medicine 

was often no more empirical than philsophy; serise- 

peInception and reasoning were used by both; the most 

successful systems are those in which reason and sense- 

perception are complementary.
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Experience, observation and experiment 
in early Greek nhilosODhy and medicine.

CHAPTER I

THE TWO THEORIES OF THE SOURCE OF POWLEDGE.

The Classical scholars of this century have, with few

exceptions, insisted upon the "scientific” character of the
1wor][ of the pre-Socratic philosophers. J. Burnet was of 

the opinion that the early physiologol proceeded by obser

vation and experiment and that the reason for so few 

examples of this method being found in the accounts which 

we possess of their work is that the authors of these 

accounts v̂ ere not interested in, or actually wished to 

discredit the discoveries of "science”; and therefore the 

examples of the use of observation and experiment which can

be found carry much more weight than they would do otherwise
2This thesis was supported.by W. A. Heidel, ' who claimed 

tnat the absence of records of observation and exueriment^

Essays and Addresses, pp. 253 ff# and Sclentla. vol XXXlll"pp. 33 fï̂
Th^ Heroic Age of Science and Hippocratic Medicine, its 

■' "âplrit and method.
 ̂ 0. urUh,(Did the Greeks perform experiments?, American

Journal of Physics, 194H|, suggests that either the Greeks 
did not keep scientific records or else they did not 
publish them because (1 ) they were sworn to secrecy 
(as in the Pythagorean brotherhood) or (2) they wished 
to win a reputation for being "inspired" or (3 ) they 
were more interested in uhe final result of their work 
than in the methods used to obtain it (like an artist) 
or (4 ) they were afraid of being thought guilty of 

"probing nature with human tools;" (on the last 
point see Plato, Timaeus, 6 8 P).



among the of the pre-Bocr&tic philosophers does

not 'mean that their pronouiiceriients were the result of pure

£  priori reasoning. Both these writers maintained that if

we possessed the records of the early Greek physiologoi,
supposing that they kept any, we should see that they were

t xulV "scientific".^

In reply to these arguments F. K. Gornford stated that

it is wrong to assume that "the motives which prompted their

(i.e. the Greek philosophers') enquiries and the quarters to

which they looked for the sources of knowledge, were the

same then as now . . . . . . .  Rather we should fix attention
2on elements which strike us as strange ?prid. unaccountable.

He then attempted to show that in Epicurus’.philosophy 

(which he assumed to be the final outcome of Ionian specu

lation) thez'C can he found two methods of approach to the 

discovery of truth; (1 ) the empirical, in which the mind 

proceeds by induction from particular observations to 

general conclusions - a method first formulated by Alcmaeon

and recapitulated in the Hippocratic Preceats, chapter I,  ̂
and (ii) the a priori, based on the doctrine of anamnesis

See also 0. Blfîh, op. cit. The following also believed 
that the pre-Socratic8 were "scientific"s- A. Key, La 
Science dans 1 ' antiquit<^; J . Me Cue, Ancient Science in 
the jgoderh C u r r i c u l u m American Journal of Physics, 1948; 
W. D. p. Wightman, ÿhe Growth of Scientific Ideas;
B. Barrington, Greek 'ÈciencfL and G. 8 art on, A History of

2 Science.
3 Principium Sapient!ae, p p . 4-5.J ---------------
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foimiulated by Plato in the Meno and the Phaedo^ and

comparable with the method used by the present—day Shamans 

of Siberia.'^ Gornford believed the former to have originated 

in the study of medicine and to have been introduced into 
philosophy from that source, v/hereas the latter s much 

older,^ being, in fact, the method of the Milesians of the 

sixth century B.C.^

On consideration of these statements it becomes 

apparent, as Burnet said, that since many of the do%ographer8 

were, in fact, not interested in "science”, if we can find 

oven a little evidence for the use of a "scientific” method 

on the part of the pre-Socratics, it will be of considerable 

importance. But it seems that he was wrong in assuming 

that the ancient Greeks had the same outlook as modern 

scientists; the influence on their philosophical theories 

of traditional thought, intellectual and cultural environ
ment and individual temperament must be taken into account.

On the other hand, several points made by Gornford 

need closer examination *

(i) It was surely a. gross error on his part to assume 

that Epicurus' philosophy was the "final outcome of Ionian

P ibid. ch.IT f cli.yi 
A P- PIp. 64; see also his article "Wap the Ionian philosophy 
K scientific?" 1942.

were Christian apologists e.g. Athenagoras, Hippolytus, 
Eusebius etc.; see J. Burnet, E.G.P. pp. 31-3 8 .



1 c.speculation". This may be true of the atomic theory, 

but Epicureanisit v/as not simply a repetition of the system 

of the Atomists. Epicurus was not an origirial. thinker in 

the sphere of natural science, but revived those theories 

of earlier philosophers which best suited, his aim of 

freeing men from fear; and, indeed, he went so far as to 

accept several different ex%)lanations of natural phenomena'" 

because they had no bearing on his philosophy of life.

Unlike the lonians, it seems that he was never motivated by 

disinterested curiosity.^ It is certainly not valid, then, 

to argue, as Gornford did, that any methods of approach to 

the discovery of truth found in Epicurus' work must exist 

also in the works of earlier thinkers from whom his views on
5natural science were derived.

(ii) As v/e have seen, Gornford thought that Alcmaeon 

was the first to formulate the "empirical" t h e o r y H o w e v e r

P P.S. p. 12.
If it is.true that later schools of Greek philosophers 

tried to improve upon the views of earlier thinkers, 
then atomism may be regarded as the reôult of the 
inevitable revolt of the senses against the extreme 
philosophy of the Eleatics, which in turn was a 

. development of the monism of the Milesians, see ch.VII.
 ̂ e.g. explanations of eclipses, etc.; Lucretius, De Rerum 
/ Natura, Ek.V 592-770, etc.
 ̂ cf. Diogenes Laertius, X, 142.
G. Vla.stos, reviewing P.S., Gnomon, 1955, argues that the 

anamnesis method is not found in Epicurus* philosophy; 
and even if it were, there is no reason to suppose that 

had the "original” meaning of "projection" of 
the mind; but, in fact, cm A: was used in Ep. ad
Herod. 50-51» to mean, not the "projection" of the mind, 

but the grasping of an impression made by sense- 
e.xperience.

P.S. p. 41.



3that may be,''' he certainly did not invent the method of

"empir-icism.” This is a natural method of gaining

knowledge and it must have been used long befoi-e the time

of the earliest Greek philosophers. It is difficult to

see .in. what other may the Greeks f.nd other peoples before

them could have .acquired such remarkable technical knowledge.

Moreover, it does not seem correct to ci'cdlt the Hippocratic
writers with the forjnulation of the "empirical" theory.

Although they made use of the method (as we shall see later)
the formulation of the theorv in the Hiupocratic Px-ece-'ts,

chapter I, is of li utle value to Gornford ' s vryumenr, a:
Y/ork seems unoeiiiably Eoicurean in thourht and language.

On the other hand, a, description of this method was given
1

b;y Plato (Phaedo 96b)-9 ) .as well as an account of the 

doctrine of anaimiesis (Phaedo 726) to which Gornford

G. Vlastos, op. cit., thinks that the fragments of Alcmaeon 
do not necessarily imply that he actually formulated 
this theory. But according to Theophrastus (.D.2415) 
Alcmaeon thought that the brain was the seat of 
sensation; and he said (D.24Bla) "Man differs from, 
other animals in that he alone understands ; the.others 
have sense-perceptioii but do not understand (nv vhi-jCt « 
puts together (of sense-impressions?)" Surely this 
implies that he considered understanding to be the 
result of sensation. If so, then the brain was the seat 
of understanding. Vla.stos thinks that the passage in 
the Phaedo (96b), if it refers to Alcmaeon, (which he 
doubts) goes beyond the evidence. It is difficult to 
see to whom it could refer, if not to Alcmaeon, and 
Plato probably had access to works of Alcmaeon which v/e 

2 do not pcsGCGG (see R . S. Bluck, Plato's Phaedo).
see B, Farrington, Greek Science. G. Barton, A History of 

1 Science , W. A. Heidel, The heroic Age of Science.
see i. Bourgey, Observation et expérience chez les médecins 

grecs de la collection hippocratique, p. 4 0.



compared the "inspiration" of the pre-Socratics.^'

(ill) Then there is the question whether the "empirical" 
method entered philosophy fi-om medicine. If "empiricism" 
is a natural method of gaining knowledge (as stated above), 

it surely existed in medicine and philosophy independently 

of each other. We shall see later that the inductive 

method was Used 'ey some of the ohysiologoi, at least, before
j'

Alcmaeon introduced medical ideas into philosophy..

(iv) Finally, did the pre-Socratic philosophers rely

at all oil knowledge from another sphere? It is hoped, to

show that even the philosophers whom Gornford. considered to

be the successors of the Shaman, i.e. Heraclitus, Pytha.goras,

and Empedocles, did not entirely ignore the evidence of 
2the senses.

As J. Tate pointed out,*'' the lines cross; Gornford* s 

distinction between "dogmatis.m" and "empiricism" was too 

sharply drawn. The aim of this work is to try to trace 

how far the theories of the pre-Socratic philosophers and 

Hippocratic physicians were based on experience, 

observation and experiment.

Gornford does not seem to have taken into account the
fact thet^ in all probability Plato* s theory of "forms" 
was not dbrived, as he thought, from experience in a 
previous life, but was the result of his abstracting 
essentials from the objects which he saw around him 

P i.e. reasoning from experience and observation,
 ̂ see G . Via.stos, op. cit.
 ̂Revlevr of Principium Saoientiae, G.R., 1954, pp« 237 ff.
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CHAPTER II
THE I.NPLÜEHCE OH PHILOSOPHY OP TÆYTK AND ORIENTAL OOWLEDGE.

(I.) The influence of myth.

Owing to the fragmentary nature of the evidence, it is 

very difficult to know which elements of early Greek philo

sophy were inherited from tradition. In his attempt to show 

that the lonians were deriving their knowledge from sources 

other than the sensible world, like the present-day Shamans 

of Siberia-, Gomford^ tended to over-estimate the part 

played in early speculative thought by the rationalization 

of myth. He saw likenesses between Greek mythology and the 

physical systems of the Ionian philosophers in a) the 
following fundamental assumptions of both; i) that the 

v/orld, as we know it, has not always existed and wdll one 

day oome to an end; ii) that everything first arose from 

a single, living and imperishable substance, or a primitive 

confusion in which "all things were together; iii) that 

from this unity the primary opposites emerged to form the

great masses of the world-order;  ̂ and iv) that these
b \opposites re-uni ted to form living creatures ; and b) in 

the interest taken by both in the origin of the world and

^ p.s. oh.XI
-J p . 186
 ̂ p , l88

 ̂ 189
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in natural phenomena, or "meteorology.

Let us now examine these likenesses,

a), 1} The world has not always existed and will one day 
come to an end. ‘

This is undoubtedly a tacit assumption of the 

Milesians. But it may well be that, even if the idea 

were borrowed from cosmogonical myths,, support was found 
for it in the direct observation of nature. We must

remember that at that time there was no distinction between
2animate and inanimate matter. The movement of flowing

Î
vvTiter, rushing wind, etc., could only mean to the 

indiscriminating mind that these were actually alive.^

From that assumption it was an easy step, by analogy with 

the birth and death of living creatures, to suppose that 

the world must have had its origin in some other substance 

and would one day "die", (probably returning to its 

0 riginal sfc ate) .

ii) All things are derived, from a unity.
This is .merely a symptom, fouiid in both mythology 

and philosophy, of a tendency of the Greek mind towards 
simolification.^ It may v/ell have existed in both

 ̂ i. P.S. ch.Z.
 ̂ for possible evidence of this in Thales see I'.llAl and

11A.3; see Zeller, A History of Greek Philosophy, Vol.I, 
p. 149 and W. K. C. Guthrie, The Greek Philosophers 

. pp. 31-3.
This is a relic of mythopoeic thinking, discussed 

, below p. 1 3 .
see W. K. C. Guthrie, 02?p.ĥ us a'od Greek Religion, p. 221.

For examples of this tendency iii Greek literature, see
H. Kitto, The Greekŝ  p. 176.



inâepenuently of each other. It should also be noted that

it is, in foot, the beginning of systematic thought, which 

later played such an important part in shaping early 

"science". The ' supposition that the pri?:iitive substance 

was alive wcs a. rational conclusion from the belief in an 

animate world, by analogy witn biological life in which 

living creatures are. born from living creatures. Likewise, 

the assumption that the original substance vws imperishable 

is necessary to account for its unfailing power of creation. 

The "primitive confusion" of the "pluralists" in which "all 

things we re together" may also be, not a.ri idea inherited 

from myth,̂  but a logical construction aimed at combining 
the idea of s. single original substance (a belief which 

resulted from the Greek desire to find a unity behind 

phenomena) with the obvious pluralism of, existing objects, 

as witnessed by the senses.

iii) The four opposites, hot, cold, wet and dry, 

emerge from the Unity.

This probably means no more than that the world arose 

from a single source (the four opposites representing the

as Gornford thought, P.S. p. 189, though as G. V'lastos 
(review, Gnomon 1955,) points out, he did not cite the 
obvious passage in support of this theory, i.e. Hesiod, 
T,heog:o]'!,y, w ,  736 ff, where "the sources and boundaries 
of Earth, airy Tartarus, the Sea. a.nd Sky are located 
all in a row in Chaos", but only vv. 116-132 where 
Earth is said to be b o m  not of Chaos, as in vv. 736 ff, 
but of Uranus end Pontus, ana only to come into being 

after Chaos.
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heavenly bodies, the air, the sea and the earth; and, as

we saw before, this is probably a symptom of the tendency
■]towards . siTuplification, inherent in the Greek mind. '

iv) The elements re-unite to form living creatures. 

This belief is found only in the works of Anaximander 

and Empedocles. It simply seems to be expressing the 

fact that living creatures, like everything else in the 

world, are composed of the basic elements.

b) The interest taken by both in,ythology and philosophy 

in the origins of the world and in "meteorology".

This may be explained as the result of the natural 

curiosity of man, which seeks an explanation for the 

world around him.
Such are the likenesses between mythology and philo

sophy; the differences may be observed in the way in which 

the following are used; i) language, which shows the 
development of logical thought and ii) experience and 

observation. We shall now examina these differences.

i) The language used in myth is the language of 

poetry, a product of the imagination. It relies upon 

metaphors and similes, which see likenesses between the 

apparently unlike. In the croation of myvh there is

here we may note that the idea of opposites is not (as 
Gornford implied, ‘pp. 188-9) manifest in the systems 
of all the Milesians. As far os we know, Thales 
did not mention orposites.
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1
little exercise of the wills'^ images come ana go without

any effort on the part of the creator, like the images of

a, dream*'" Presumably the primitive ''XLr.ds which thought

in this way believed in myths literally and were not

troubled, by any internal inconsistencies or contradictions
of the evidence of the senses, because they had not yet
learnt to distinguish between the reality of the world of
sense and the illusion of the dream- (or imaginationr-)
w o r l d . H o m e r  and Hesiod, howevei-, are far removed from

this primitive state' and almost certainly did not believe
a

]. iter ally in myths. Hesiod, in fact, as Gornford said,''

had begun the work of rationalization, although he still

used the language of myth, as is especially noticeable in
0

his personifications; but there is much logical and
7systematic thought in his work.

Logical thinking differs from mythopoeic thought in

^ see B. Snell, The Discovery of the Mind, translated by 
_ T. G. Kosenmeyer,"* p. *
" see E. Dodds, The Greeks and tne Irrational, p. 104 (of 

Toyth) "It has been 'well said that it is the dreojn-
thinking'Of the people, as the dream is the myth of
the individual" (J. Hari-ison, .Epllegomena to the Btudy 

 ̂ of Greek Religion, p. 32).
2 see Ë". Dodds, op. cit. p. l02.
^ see L. Robin, Greek Thought, p. 24 "The earliest evidence

(of aiyth) in Ih to rature is four to twenty centuries later 
than the arc biological remains of Troy, Mycenae, the 
Cyclades and Greta".

9 P.S* p. 193; see L . R o b m , op. c1 1 . p• 25 *
It is possible, in fact extremely probable, that he

recognised the persordfications as such. If so, this 
is a great advance on primitive thinki.og which does 

not distinguish the3u.
' L. Robin, op. cit. pp. 25-27.
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that it ûenfinds the full e:teroise of the powers of the mind
arid the v/ill,^ The first thing which strikes the reader

of the pre-Socratic frngtients is the difference of language

from that used by the mythologers; there are few personifi-

crtions.and similes are used more often than metaphors,

showing tha.t the tvm objects compared are not confused with

each other. The language is prosaic ; abstract nouns,

formed from adjectives or verbs by the addition of the
2generic article are preferred to the proper nouns of 

mythology ; universal s ta.ke the place of individuals and 

some progress has been made towards the abstraction of 

qualities from concrete objects. These are all signs of

the growing ascendancy logicaJ. over rythical thinking. 

This difference was not under-estimated by Gornford, who

thought that it w r b a sign that philosophy was nothing but
4- qa rationalisation of myth. It is true that philosophy

developed the rational outlook already existing; in Hesiod's 

'work; and, as there are logical elements in myth, so there

1P see B. Snel'! , op. cit. p. 224.
. ibid. pp. 228 ff.
ibid. pp. 237-8 e.g. Oceanus of Homer is replaced in

Thales' cosmology by the imiveisal, \.ater, and the four 
"elements" of early myth are replaced in Anaximander's 
system by the four opposites, substances that are 
recognized by their qualities, hot, cold, wet aiid dry. 
Although it seems unlikely that any of the pre-Socratics 
fully grasped the idea of quality existing apart from 
matter, some of them (e.g. Anaximander and Alcmaeon)

. must have been on their wav towards understaadiru'^ it.
^ P.8 . p. 107.

see L. Robin, op. cit. p. 27.
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are relicsr of illogical arid mythical thought in philosophy 
It should, liovfcver, be noted that sone of these relics are 

not necessarily to be coiidemned as ''unscientific". For 
exanple, the Love and Strife of Empedocles represent actual 
forces which lie had observed at v/oih in the world, and 
personifications of this kind were probably the best means 
lie had of expressing an obvious truth. There seem to be 
two kinds of mythical thought; the good and the bad; the 
good expresses in poetical terms an actual, observed truth 
and recognizes as such personifications and metaphora ; the

bad does not recognize them and consequently leads to
2confusion. These two kinds of mythical thinking often 

exist alongside of logical thought.

ii) The second difference between mythology and 
philosophy, (i.e. the use each makes of experience and 
observation) was overlooked by Gornford. It is true that 
Homer and Hesiod seem to roly on knovrledge from anothcr sphere;

e.g. personifications, such as tlie Love and. Strife of
Empedocles an.d the Novü m. k.na.xagoras, etc. and false 
analogies, e.g. the msc’rocosm compared with the microcosm 
by Anaximenes (D.13B1) etc. This last is probably a 
relic of the animistic outlook of primitive man, see 

P above, p. 8.
see W . h* C. Guthrie, Myth and Reason. The good kind of

my til is of pprticulnr value*’ in dea.ling with spiritual 
truths. As an example, Guthrie cites the sbory of Adam 
and Eve; because vro cannot believe in them as actual
people, we should not suppose that there is no truth in
the story of the Fall of Man.

^ But it should be .noted that in 'the instances whore they call 
upon divine aid (Iliad II, vv. 484 ff. and Theogony 

vv. 22 ff.) they call upon the Muses to give"" them., not
(cont'd on p. 14)
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yet use of laeta.jHior shows that tiieir senses wore

fully alive to impressions mode on them by the external 

v/orld. The difference between this kind of experience and 

that of the philosophers is that the former is criticised 

and systematized hardly at a.ll. We shall see that the 

majority of the philosophers marie extensive use of the 

senses and also of the rer soiling powers of the mind in 

ordering the data proviuec by sense-perception; and, in 

fact, many of the BC-calJ.ed "rationalizations of myth" may 

well be rational constructions of the intellect, reasoning 

from, experience.
We have seen, then, how the elements of Greek philosophy, 

which Gomford thought were rationalisations of myths, may 

he explained as either symptoms of certain deep-seated 

tendencies of the Greek mind or as l©''’ical constructions of 

the intellect which proceeds inductively from ohservations. 

Greek philosophy certainly developed the trend towards 

logical thought, olraa.dy manifest in Hesiod's mythology, 

though we find relics of the mythical way of thinking in 

the systems of some of the philosophors. Without doubt 

the thoughts of the "physiologoi" must have been

inspiration, out knowledge of actual facts; the Iiu.ses were 
the daughters of Mnemosyne, who knew and remembered all 
things that .happened on earth; and so, in asking them for 
aid the poet is really "stressing the icrortance of the 
authority of the eye-witness and so of actual experience  ̂

although he has not diet Ingu" shod betwoe.n divine aid 
and poetic imagination. Se.e B. Snell, op. cit. p. 137»
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unconsciously moulded by the ideas of mythology; it could 

hardly be otherwise, when the myths were such an important 

part of Greek culture. It seems likely that the subject 

of philosophy ;was derived from myth. But that does not 

mean that Greek philosophy was nothing but. the old, 
cosmogonical myths, rationalized and published, in a new 

form. We cannot ignore the part played in the physical 
schemes of the pre-Socratics by experience, observation 
and experiment and by logical thought. However, before, 

we proceed to consider how far their theories originated 

in seiise-perception, we must examine the possibility of 

another influence on Greek thought, namely the knowledge 

derived from the East.

(2) The influence of Oriental knnwiedge,

As we saw ahove,^ the "empirical" procedure was

employed from the very beginning: of civilization. All
crafts rely on experience, which is gradually svstematiaed

ountil it forr-is a compact body of knowledge. This may 
as justifiably be called "scientific" as the industrial 

techniques of the present day. G, Barton gives an 

account of the remarkable knowledge acquired by the 

Egyptians in the fields of architecture, engineering, 

metallurgy, technology, medicine and mathematics and by

P P- 5.
 ̂ G. Sarton, A History of Science, p. 49.
 ̂ op. cit. chs. II, III, IV and VI; see also A. Rey, 

Science Orientale.
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the Assyrians and Chaldeans in mathematics, astronoi%r^

technology, natural history and medicine, The records we

possess of these sciences show a fair] y systeriatic laetho-d
of dealiï;.g with knov/ledge gained fron experience.^

Bow the herbonrs of Ionia were the terminals of Greek,

Phoenician and Egyptian sea-routes and of Anatolian caravan-
2roaas connecting them v/ith the whole of Asia, ' and Miletus, 

the home of the earliest philosophers, was the richest of 

these ports. Moreover, we are told that some of the 

phi10sophers actually visited Eastern countries.
Thales is said"' to have learnt geometry from the 

Egyptians. They probably knew something of geometrical 
principles, which would be necessary for measuring out their
land after the annual flooding of the Bile^ aiui for building

5 6the pyramids.' We are told that Thales knew certain
abstract theorems concerning triangles and circles. We do

not know whether he knew the geometrical proofs of these,
but he must have known the actual propositions in order to

1 e.g. the Rhind papyrus in the British Museum which
contains an attempt at making mathematical tables, the 
Edwin Smith papyrus on medicine which classifies cases 
in remarkably scientific fashion and gives evidence 
of the rational treatment of disease (Barton, op. cit. 
ch. II); the mathematical tables found on Sumerian 
tablets of ancient date (ibid. p. 70) and the astrono- 

P mical tables of the Babylonians (ibid. p. 76).
see G. Barton, op. cit. p. 162 and J. Burnet E.G.P. p. 21 

Milesian pottery has been found in Egypt, the‘Aegean 
. islands, Anatolia and South Russia.
j. miAll

Herodotus II, 109.
2 see G. Barton, op. cit. up. 35-6.
^ D11A20.
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work out the distance oi a ship at sea.'"" It is probable 
that the Egyptians knew of these propositions in an 
empirical way and that Thales niade use of them, applying

pthem to problems not tackled in this way before.

Thales is also said to have foretold an eclipse of the 
sun.-^ Several lOdern soho 1 are have doubted the truth of 
this tradition. " They argue that Thales could not he.ve 
known of the Saros, a period of 18 years, 11 days, 8 hours, 

which enables scientists to predict eclipses of the sun and 

moon; it is said to be very difficult to discover, though 

not hard to recognise when once it has been discovered;' 

and the fact that it is not mentioned in any Babylonian 

documents of early date is taken for oroof that it had not 
been discovered at that time. Barton adds that if Thales 

had predicted the eclipse only for the year and not for the 
day on which it occurred, the psychological effect on the 
Kings of Lydia, and Persia.^ would have been lost. But 
Herodotus does not say that the kings stopped fighting 

because Thales had predicted the ec1inse for that day. In 

all probability they stopped fighting; because they were 

superstitious and thought the eclipse to be a bad omen.

I D11A21.
- see Burnet, E.G.P. p. 46.
^ DllAl, 2, 5.

G. Barton, op. cit. p. 170, following 0. heugebauer. The
c Exact Sciences in Antiouÿtp, 

op. cit. p. 171
 ̂Herodotus I, 74.
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It- is possible that the Babylonians had discovered the

Saros. We knov/ that they kept records of daily events

predicted by eci.ipscs of the sun'" and Si.mp.liciiis tells us

that 'before the capture of Bmhyl on by Alexander,

Gallisthcnes, who accompanied him., sent to his uncle,

Aristotle, a collection of observations of eclipses for 
21,9u3 years." The full moons were observed on account of 

the 3,unary nature of the Chaldean calendar and, as lunar 

eclipses always occur about the tirie of the full moon, 

these .must have been observed,'^ Records of lunar eclipses 

kept over a long period could have enabled the Babylonians 

to discover the luonry Saros, and, if the solar eclipses 

that were observed were also recorded for a sufficiently 

long time^ and compared with the records of lunar eclipses 

it would toen be possible to recognize the same cycle for 

sofar eclipses. If Thales did know of the Sarcs he could 

have predict0Ü the eclipse of May 2oth 585 B.C. from 

knowleugo of the eclipse of May 18th 603 B.C. which would

^ The astrologie :1 trctise of the palace of Saryon of
P Alrkad of the year 2,800 B.C. contains such a list, 

see A. Rey, o c 1 e r.ic- e Crie nt al e . Ptclemy states that 
complete lists of eclipses are available since the
reign of Nabonassar of 747 B.C.

8 see A. Rey, op, cit,
 ̂ see note 2. We kz.ow from the letters of the Assyrian

court-astrologers of c. 700 B.C. that the astrologers 
of Mesopotamia had predicted lunar and solar eclipses 
for some time with varying success, see B, Van der 
Wserdeii, 3c ionc e Awe,]<:en inp .
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1have been visible in Egyot.' However, it is true that the 
solar Saros is difficult to discover when observations are 
rm.de from, one particular place, But it does seem that

9the .Babylonian^ uoed to foi'etell eclipses in some fashion.'"

It maybe that they had noticed that eclipses of the sun 

sometines precede mid sometimes fo'low eclipses of the moon, 
in a cycler' There is also another cyoD.e in which a lunar
ecl.ipse of some kind occurs 47 synodic months after a total

lunar eclipse and a. solar eclipse occurs 23% synodic months 

after a total lunar eclipse. In view of the text quoted 
in note 1 it seems m.ost likely that the Babyloniens predicted 
solar eclipses by reference to records of eclipses of the 
noon in one of the ways suggested above.  ̂ So, it seems 

that even if Thales did not knov/ of the Saros, he could have 
predicted the eclipse with a, fed r degree of accuracy .after 
studying Ba03alonia.lL records. There is no need to insist 
that he must have predicted it for the .actual day on which
it took pl.acs, ."Ithough hr may have been able to do so.

P H. Diels ; A.mb.h'-C Technik.
see G. Smith, Ase.yria.n TJiscoveries, p. 2. "The following 

report was found in the palace of Sennacherib (reigned 
from 702-680 B.C.) at Kouyunjik:- To the king, my lord,

' thy serv.ant Abil-Istar; concerning the eclipse of the 
moon of which the king, my lord, sent to me: in the
cities of Akkad we saw part . . . (ins^cription broken 
off). The observation was made and the eclipse took
place. And when for the eclipse of the sun we made an
observation, the observation .was made and the eclipse 
did not take place" (i.e. could not be seen from, there?). 
When the eclipse did not appear it was considered a 

. good omen.
2 see under Eclipses in the Encyclopsedia. Britannica.. 

see B . Van der Y'aerden. op. cit.
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P y t 11 A .g o rn, s n,l s o i p s p, i t o ii, r v e v i p i t e d E p-y It

Beeris probable that he 1 errnt so ne thin y of ye one try there.

We do not know vfh ether the Egypt ions knew of "Fythryoros ’ ” 

theoren. It ie loeelble that they had dlecovered that a 

triangle whose sides are in the nrcportlor 3:^:5 hrs a right 

angle. Pythagoras riay hove been the first tr discover the 

general nroposition that the sqnore on the hynctenen.se of a 

right-angled tz^iangle is eqnal to the snn of the squares
pon the other two sices and to prove the theoren.

We are told^ that Bonocritus travelled widely, visiting 

Babylon, Egypt, Aethiopia and, according to sone, India.

So::ne scholars have tried to trace the source of atoriiisiii to 

India, G. Barton^ tells us that atonic theories were 

developed in India by philosophers of the Nya.ya and 

Valscchika schools, at a tine probably later than Christ.

If these theories were"preceded by earlier speculations 

Democritus may have heard of them in his travels in Persia.

2 D14A4.
 ̂ see G, Sarton, p. 39 and following note.
,D68a1 @35, A3, 16, 40 etc. D68B299 is considered spurious 

by Diels, vol. II, p. 124, However, there must have 
been some people called, knrr^c\ xjviq <, though we do not 
know exactly what their task was, Burnet, E.G.P. p. 20 
thinks that they laid out foundations for buildings, etc, 
with a cord divided into segments of 3 ; 4:5 units, making 
a right angle, Barton op. cit. thinks they were 
responsible for correctly orienting tcvples by st re telling 
a cord in the direction of the meridian by means of a 
rope divided into 3:4:5 units. It seems as if there is 
some connection between hypotendu se and ùîrcTklvcv which 
suggests stretching unuer or measuring (with a rope?)* 
Whether the fragment is genuine or not it appears that 
the Egyptians knew certain mathematical rules in 

. empirical fashion., 
op. cit. pp. 245 ff.
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r.iid India.^ There is another tradition shout the Oriental 
origins of atomism. Poseiclonius ascribes the theory to a. 
Phoenician, Ilochus of Sidon, and phi Ion of By el os ascribes 
it to another Phoenician., Sanc-hunia.ton of Beirut, whose 

works he tra.nslated into Greek; a part of the translation 
vms presezhred by Eusebius. Both Mochus a.nd Sa.nohuniabon

pwere supposed to .ha.vo lived before the Trojan war. ' It 

is possible that the Phoenicians may have transmitted some 
theory of the Hindus which resembled atomism, but it is 
hardly likely that they were sufficiently original to invent 
such a theory. It seems .more probable that Democritus 
accepted the theory of Leucippus, who worked it out for 

himself from observation. Either of them may have heard 
of some similar theory of the Oriental peoples, which may 
have confirmed their ideas, but it seems most likely that 

they developed the theory independently of other races.
Whereas it does not seem that the Greeks borrowed any 

of the cosmological ideas of the Oriental peoples (in fact, 
even if the peoples of the East had passed beyond the 
mythological stage, which is unlikely, it would have been 
extremely difficult for philosophical ideas to pass from 
one language to another^), there is plenty of evidence to 
show that some of the Greek philosophers visited Eastern

The Indian philosophers mentioned here may have borrowed 
P the theory from the Greeks,
 ̂ G. Barton, op. cit. p. 255. 
see L. itobiii, Greek Thought.
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countries and leo,mt something of the sciences of the
peorle of t lie se lands. It seems that in the esse of 

msthornstics, nt least, they mode on ohstroct science out 
of the more or loss empirical knowledge of the Egyptians 
pnd Brhylonians.

There is sTiother way in which the culture of the East 
influenced Greek thought. 7/e have seen^ how important a 
trading centre Miletus WRS. here people from many 
countries would meet and the Greeks would begin to doubt

pthe truth of their ovm trackltiouol beliefs. ' In the new
explanations of the world which they gave, the interest

•5they showed in practical things'^ may be the result of their 

living in so prosperous a city where oid techniques would 
be developed and new ones learnt from the East.

We shall now try to discover how far the early Greek 
philosophers were practical men of science who based their 
theories on experience and supported then, by observation 
and experiment.

o p . 1 6 .
t G . Barton, op. cit. p. 162.

Anaximander mentions the ” no sale of the bellows" (D. 12B1) 
(used by a. smith?) . Anaximenes is interested in the 
relation between heat and density (D13A5; 7; 8)
perhaps from considering the expansion of heated metal, 
cf. also D.I3AI9 etch
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CiiAPTÊH ill 

THE .

(1) Thales.
1We have seen' that Thales probably laid the 

foundations for the science of geometry by systematizing
■jthe empirical knowledge of the Egyptians.' He also made 

practical use of geometrical propositions to calculate 
the distance of a ship at sear and the height of a 

uyrs;mld. His discoveries in the sphere of astronomy
5were considerable' and he is said to have used this

knowledge to predict a good harvest and so to make a
fortune from n corner in olive-pres ses ; he may also

have used it for the benefit of shipping, if it is tiue
7that he wrote p. book on Hautical Astronomy. We are 

told that he noted the attraction of the magnet and of

16 above, oh. II.
 ̂DllAll. .
^ D11A20.

D11A21. We do not know whether he solved this problem 
by measuring the shadows of a man and of the pyramid 
at a. time of da.y when the nan's shadow equalled his 
height, as night be the meaning of Pliny’s statement 
(D11A21); or whether he made use of a theorem 
concerning right-rcigled triangles, as is suggested by 
Pluta.reh (Dll API) ; the astonlsîment of the King of 
Egypt at this feat (Plut, Conv . 147a) suggests that 
lie solved the. problem by geometiy. R. Pace ou..
Histoire de la. sc i eiio e gre c qu e , p. oU, shows now Pliny's 

c sta.teraent coula also imply the use of a theorem.
DllAl3c, Al d©2 3 , 24- On the question of the size of 

the sun and moon, see A. Wasserstein, Thales’ 
dj31ermination of the diameters of the sun and moon,

J .hlS77 iJJoT, who thinks that ""Thales ' accurate 
calculation of the sun's diameter as 1/720th of its 
orbit was worked out by geometry and not by the use 
.(cont ' d on p . 24 )



auber;'*̂  if this in he mny heve actually exnnrimented
with am’ber siu.ce it only la come? active when rubbei with 
cert; in. me te rial c . whether the e e tr-ulitious are all 
reliable or not, they tlr-'t Thales was f'-’-ious as a

practical Tier of ooiiBicle/v ole ingeniilty.
2,'a are tclC ttiat Thales belie"/cd tĥ t̂ the primary

cub stance frori waich oil things wei e derived was water.
Borne have cors, ids red this to be a rationalization of myth.

■>Aristotle"' mentions that Homer thor^yht Ooeanus and Tetbys 
were the parents of all and made the gods swear by Styx, 
the oldest of their company. There is also a tradition 
that Thales found the idea in Egyptian myths,̂  Com.ford 

thought that water v/a.o oho sen because it was one of the 
four t.rtvditional "elements" which occupied an intermediate

5
6 
7

of the wator-clock, as some hove thought 
D1IA1Ü.
DUE! .

j: D11A22,
 ̂DllAl, j, 12, 13. ' ,
" Mebap.hys. A3, 903b6, cf. R. Onians, The Oz-ivins of 

Eu r o p e an The u gii t , who supposed that Thai so was 
- ioTTowing"the traditional belief in tlie generative 
powers of water, identified v/j th the f v i n  man., 
which is spoken of as moist and life-giving, and is 
represented in serpent-form. Ocecnus is often

, re pi re s e nt e 3, a s o. s e rp e iit.
D U A L  L, 14; see W. K. Ô . Guthrie, Myth and Reason, who 

notes that the .Egyptians believed t.he earth to have 
a.risen out of Hun, the primordial w-at-rs, and that the 
Babylonian creation myth ga;ve a similar picture, 
describing the earliest stage of the world as one of 
wateiy chaos; see also G . Sarton, A 11 isi;ory of Science, 
who sta Les that tloha^m&ed expressed a. similar belief 
twelve centuries after Thales.
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position between earth and heaven.^'
Let us now see whether Thales could have found a basis

for his hypothesis in every-day experience. According to 
2Simplicius, Aristotle believed that Thales reached his 

conclusions from observations of the necessity of water for 
life . This see m.s a. 1 i k e 1 y e:cpl ana tie n in vie v; o f Thai e s ' 
interest in the flooding of the Nile,  ̂which restored 
fertility to the land.- He would olsc have noticed the 
importance of rain in the Mediterranean countries whei-e 

there are often long periods of drought. Y’e do not know 

whether he attempted to describe how the world came into 
existence, but, if he did, he must have pointed, to the 
three states in which water can be observed, the solid, 

licuid and vaporous. Perhaps he had also noticed, from 

observing some technique involving the melting of metals, 

that other solids oar be reduced to a liquid state. It

would then be easy to sbow by ayialogy how all the various
13i^olius of the world arose, out of a nrimitive liquids We

' P.S. a. 167; following Aristotle, Phyo. Ill, 5, 2')5a25.
But it seems that both are j'^dging Ths.leo' tbcnrtes in
the light of-later philosophies, hincc, as f^r as we 
iChOWj Tlialps did not mention the "o-orosites" tnis does 

P not seem a. likely source of his theory.
■■ fliys. 23 , 21, ̂ DllAlj and Aristotle, Migbauh. Dll AI 2: P11A13 

reads 6VX tjs "Zirâ'-xO/ d r  c-Wyu v.
‘/fX'î'j V & K  p-Q. / a Uv~ O VLw y Kt Tr r t v <r* 5
To'brc tpcr»X'̂ f̂cvTt5,This suggests that Thales' hypotheses 
were not based on a priori reasoning.

 ̂DliA13- 
DllAlb.
If this should be so, he may not have been far wrongf 

since modern scientists believe the world was 
originally a mass of molten metals, etc.
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are told^ that he believed that the world would eventually
2return to the watery state. R. Baeeou thinks he nay have

found support for this theory in the traditional stories of

the floods of Ogyges and Deucalion. It seems equally

probable that he based this notion on observations of the

sea encroaching upon the land, of underground rivers, etc.^

His belief that the world floats, like wood, upon water, 
■ pwhich causes eai'thquakes by its novement, " is thought to be 

nothing more than an interpretation of the Homeric epithets

of Poseidon, s and eyvccfiyvi c g . It seems more
likely that Thales made the earth float on water because it

7was the principle of all things. It is oossible that he

believed the earth to grow in water which gave it its life-

giving properties. "Oornford^ thought that Thales made this 

water rest 6n the solid firmament, like the shell of the 

World-Egg in Orphic myth. le do not know whether the idea
9of the World-Egg was an original part of Orphic doctrine,

7 DllAll. 
i op. cit. p. 53'
 ̂ This idea may have been supported by observations of the 
. alternation of wet and dry in winter and suimaer.
4 D11A12, 14,
 ̂ D11A15* The evidence for this idea is late.
 ̂ see R. Onians, op. cit. and J. S. Morrison, Parmenides and 

Er , 1955" L. Robin, Greek Thought, points out
that a similar idea is to be found in Egyptian myths; 

rj see D11A14.
D11A14; note; some islands were thought to float ; cf. 

the legend of Delos and the Symplegades in the Argonaut 
q story. Perhaps the Greeks knew about ioe-bergs.
g P.8. p. 165

see below, p. -29•
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but in any case it is doubtful whether Thales ever considered
the problem of finding a support for the water; or he may 

have thought it stretched do van to infinity 

( 2 ) r̂].p X i mander.

Let us 110V7 turn to the work of Thaiec' successor, 

Anaximander. He also is credited with certsin practical
2achievements. He is said to have discovered the gnomon,

o:r to have introduced it into Greece, " and to have made a
/

nap of the known world.

Eis cosmology seems to have been much more detailed 

than that of Thales. He thought that the world came from 

an unlimited substance (rc . ) which separated out

( ) into the four Opposites, the Hot, Cold, Wet
and Dry, which constit'ite the world. Living creatures 

came from the Moist "element" as it was dried up by the Hot.̂  

Cornford based his theory that the pre-Socratic 

philosophers were deriving their ideas from a source other 

then the sensible world, mainly on the following likenesses 

which he saw between the system of Anaximander and the

Î; cf. Kenophanec D21L28 J 
^ D12A1. .

D12A2. This instrument was used in Babylonia and Egypt. 
Anaximander may have heard of it from people of the 
East or discovered it himself from observing the 
shadow cast by an upright object ; see G. Barton, A 

, History of Science, p. 174.
3̂ 3_2AF:

? D12A9.
° D12A30.



ideas of tmcitlonnl thought# ̂

(ij The a pel ran is imigiued ;-!8 a single, indls'Cinct 
i'uaion of \l'Ci hot, Cold, Y7et and Dz'y "o]e,Tents" vflilch 
corrtiBpozid to the four g%'em,t nasues of the wm'lu-orler, an 
Idea often I'OU; d i:i tyrhitlonnl thought.'" Wo saw above

thiR tendezicy to miiî'y may be mereLy an exp.reooion of 
the desire for simplification, Inherent in the Gree- mind. 
The aneiron is also 8aid to be (aji nnd divine^'
(like the Homeric Olympus) and (b; rllva and conrcloue.^ 
e hove seen that (a) is nQO0M3m.ry to aecoiist for the 

substrate'8 uiifailing power of oi-oation and (b) to aocount
for the life in the world, especially ae the Milesians made

bno dletiactioa bot'ACcn .̂nl.qato and Innninate mattez'.
.(11) The apeiron is said to "saparcte out" into the

'7foui' wppoeltea. Tnla la supposed to be similar to the 
proGGSG described by Ihiz'ipides'̂  and Hesiod.^ The lattez-

p.s. oh. X.
o*g. in .Euripides, tielmilnpe the Wise, Frag. 4 8 4;

Orphic doctrine, e",g. in TpoïTonîuo' A.rfr:onautlca.» ' I ,
495, Orpheus sings "how earth and heaven wore oiioe 
joined together in one In Aristophanes Birds,
the otatG of indlotlnctlon. ie called "Chaos azid Eight, 
black Brobuc Tartarus;" produces the Y/orld-
bgg. Azistotle compares bight to the "all thiny;s 
together" of the philosophera.. Cf. pi so 0. Kem, 
Orphicorum fragment 0 , 484 è\ If-y rrc v Tc
VCvccUt-r !v-h c-'X Tr . a_ ̂ •'v r'.x6et~b-o( sec D. 4. 0. Guthrie , 
Oxqqheus and (̂z'sck Uellglon, p, 74) end 168-9* ".All that 
is^iilïigïcA in tKe eo'dy oflSeua, the Creator, Fire, Water. 
Barth and Aethez*, .night and day, and Metis, the first 
father, and Ilroa of rm.rij delig'lïts (Guthrie, on. cit., 

n p. 97).
P « 9 •»

r D1PA1 5 ; GAo-v often neane no more than immortel, eternal. 
^ D12A15.
■ see above, p,,9.
(oont'd on p. 29)•
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told how Earth was not born oi Chaos, but caiae into being

alter Chaos. Comixord’̂' suggested tns.t Oiiaos liar^neariG the

"yawning gap" between heaven and earth. But it is

diiiicuit to see" how Chaos could have existed as a gap

between heaven and earth when these had not yet come into

bedng- Another account ol the emergence of the world-
3order is given, in which a. piece of the ape iron "separates

off" ( c ĉ c'" • V )• Coniioru''' compared this piece

v/nich is called yc v. \ (a v/ord used by Aristophanes of

the fertilized egg) to the World-Egg of Orphic cosmogony.

Probably if Aristophane a Imcl not used the word in this

connection Cornford would not have likened the to

the Orphic egg. 7 c v. c x need mean no more than

"generative" (of hot m d  cold). how the earliest mention

of the World-Egg is in Aristophanes' Birds. It is also

mentioned by Athenagoras"^ who gives an account of Orphic
6myth which seems to contain certain early elements. But

i D12A16
X HalRiilpoe , frag. 484 - 
^ ?IieogoaWv . 116-1 3 2 .

g P.S. p. 1 9 5 -
as G. Vlastos points cut (Gnomon, 1955). He sees

likenesses between the apeiron and Chaos ps described 
at vv. 720 ff.
a) its immensity of size, vv. 740-41.
b) it is the source of Earth, Sea, Sky end Air.
c) it is "agite ted by squalls" and the apeiron is in 

motion D12A16,
d) it is immortal and indestructible (it is the source 

. of'Earth, Sky etc. all immortal gods.
j D12A10.
■ P.S. p. 183. cf. W. K. C. Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek

Religion, p. 223. Ccoht'% on p. 30) .
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?;e cannot tel] which elements pz-e zeally orr.ly and 

Aristophoiieu may hove ceiuniLCd the eccount;i ho wa.s parodying 

or actually inverted some of the ideas exareenedJ'
((Ixj. / J.J.J.Ù , the ;iOu.; Ccd-d, t'ut fthe Dry o.j'c

continually cm wer v^ltn oocii otncr euitil ^:hey z'ctuxn to the 
ai,ei]"on, v/here tnoy "do iuetice and cirlce reni.rption to one<•• H  I -I, ■■III. « ■  III  . .   ' tj . L

onotner for their injustice, occoz'dlug to the oi-dinancea of
2bicie". vornforo thought tziat tne ilea cf si rife seeing

tne "eJ.ements" Vvs.s lefIvcd from the hclisf in the
q"circularity of the yeor" ,  ̂ But w'lcI: docs this 'eon oxoopt 

ohob Anaxiiaonder had no bed tne chances of the s'ec.pony aiid
the Rite Innate enpremA.cy of each of T,]\e Op:)ositoo? Cnthrie

4 ' 5EiiggestR vhpt this frao_xcht clows OrphlG influence, elnoe
according to Orpheus, Justice was a mighty goddess b

(iv) AnFCiimandor believed that living cre^^^turcs came
nircaii the iioist "element" ac it was dried up oy the Hot. 

'Gomfoid ond Guthrie thought thrt this wag a ntionalizction 
of the myths in vfhich herven and Earth are united by the

c2 a. Ohrintian apologist of bhe 2nd century A.D.
° as is witnessed by oerti-ün likenesses hevw^oji his version 

and that of kherscydes of c. 550 B.C.; the
. Dionence of Time i.i hotfi.

i as Gutnrie <>dmits, op. cit. p. 104,
 ̂ D12B1.
^ P.O. p. 1S8.
1 Oruheus and Greek Hexigion, p. 223»
2 DlZBl. " '

accoi'ding to 0.1. 23 "vvhloh goes back at least to tdu: 4th 
century". It seems more l.ikely that Anaxi.iander was 

using a. T'ietaphor derived, perhaps ̂ from political 
experienoe (sec G . Vlastas, Equali-çy cuid Justice in •

(cont'd on n . 3 1 )
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pctlcüi of El'Os and produce living creatures. Guthrie 

shows the likenesses between Or'priic nytli ané. Axiaximaiidei ' s 

system by means of the following diayz-ams.

Or phi c C 0 s:io gony Anaximayider' s system

\iCrir fti'Llilc.v
_ I i
h 0 L _ u Ü

^  i ' I
/c!V E#1DS h o d  r(vr3; Cen'D

G 1 P ’ 4 -■> !*-11 (V /-. IV, i\ (. c k L n 1 Is't

Athenayoras is the first authority we have for 

supposing that the shell of the Egg forons Heaven and Earth 

which are united by Eros. As v;e savf above, it is 

impossible to tell which elements in Athenagoras’ version 

are early. In Hesiod.'s Theogony Eros unites Heaven and 

Earth which produce the Titans, Cyclopes and Gia.nts.*'" .But 

Guthrie seems to be confusing two separate parts of 

Aiiaximander ' s system; the YtKtucv produces. Hot and Cold, 

not Moist^end the product of these is not living creatures

2 Early Greek Cosmologies, Cl. Ph. 1947).
 ̂ D12A3Ü.
of. Phereoydes, frag. 3 where Zeus, when about to fashion 

the world, was formed into Eros, because (adds Proclus) 
he brought into agreement and love the Opposites of 
which he was framing the Cosmos.
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uut 'b.b.c lour divisions of the nor'- d , - Bivins crsotures 

come from the Cold and Mois- b y  t h e  a g e n c y  o f  t h e  Hot 
It seem g probable that A::azinander ba'-̂ ed his theory on 

observation::; of the neceselty of warnth end or ter for life 

(following Thales?, see above %). 25). It is prssiule also

that he observed focsiJ.a of sea-creaturos izi midlEUid
1districts' ar.d prcsunied that there was carth and water in 

ilio.so districts original].y E'zid the action of the sun (Hot)

on the mud (Cold) resulted in ne emergence of living
2creatures whose skeletons are found fossilized in rocns.

(v) Anaximander believed that this world would end by 

being dried up by the sun. Cornford thought that tnis 

belief was derived from the traditional idea of the
Aalternate destmiction of mankind by fire .and flood, an idea 

which was deeply rooted in Greek thought a.nd v;as comiected 

with the "circularity of time". It is at least possible 

that Anaximander based his theory on observations of the 

sea retreating from the land, the silting up of rivers, etc. 

(vi ; In .Ana.xiiuander's system the sun-ring was supposed

•I
■ of. Xenophanes D21A33 §5 and see R. Baccou, Histoire de la 
o science grecque.

From the assumption that oreEitures live originally in the 
Wet "element" Anaximander concluded that man must have 
existed in the first Instance inside a fish-like 
creature and then emei-ged from it to live on the lauid 
(D12A10, 11, 12). Re mey have supported this hyij-othesis

‘rogi; which livcp^on

 ̂ D12A27.A .L/ . n C.T&.C. f
1 cf. myths of Phaethon and Deucalion.



,0 be twenty-seven tines asioL the moon-ring eight.er. tijies
1he size of the earth, whic:.. was three times as broad as

9it *vas high.'' This iirlably shows a belief in a.ü

number three.

Let us now see how for .A.naximo.nc.lor's desczlpticn of 

tho emei'gence of the v/orld from the urinitivo substance 

ws.s h^'sed on experience o.nd observation. First wo must 

ejiaiiiine the no tu re of the o.peiro-u It seems that in 

postulating this es the subs:rate Ansxlnandcr considered 

himself to be improving upon Thales' identification of the 

prlns.ry substonee 7/1 th water.^
I) The apeiron was probably contrasted with the 

limited order of the world wliei*e the "elements" ore 

distinct. ' But it does not -seem to be cori'oct to call it
5"qualitatively indeterminate" . It is doubtful vliether 

at the tine of A:naximande].- qualities v/ere fully abstracted 

from objects. (We should note that Araxinander speaks of 

Lùrgjucv 6 7 ,0̂ :% , etc., implying actual substances.) 
If this is 8 0, it would be virtually Impossible to imagine 

anything indeterminate in quality. This is probably an 

idea of Aristotle's which has been transferred to

i D12A22.
; D12A10; 11.
f see J- r.urnet. E.G.P. p. 53 and D12A15.
^ D.12A15, P.S..p. 1 7 3 .

as L. Robin thinks in Greek Thought. Note : uepK^\c-iv 
does not mean to "contbin q)otentialIy", but to 
"surround", so implying, perhaps, that the apeiron 

continues to exist after the world has emergod from ' 
it.
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It has boon thought that the a.seiron was a
psingle substance "Intemohi^.to between the cle lentn". like 

hot water mixeci with cold. But in that oaac it is difficult 

to sec hoV'f the "eleDmnt^H' could "separate out". It is 

perhaps simpler, then, to understand a mixtui'A oi pai'tloleo"^ 

(the idee oi particles wag proUab'ly not iully understood by 

Anoxlmncier, but seems to ua implicit in his theory), each 

having one of the lour qualities* mingled, in oqusl proportions 
making a substance 'miioh had a dill era nt quality Iron, each

particle, yet was capable ol being separated out into its
4constituent ports.

2) It is doubtful whether the apeiron was strictly

infinite in extent, since the idea of spF-tial infinity was
gnot fully grasped until after the time of Parmenides.

3) If it was not infinite in extent, then, as Cornford 
believed,^ 14 was probably conceived of us cii-culàr i though 
not necessarily suhericrJ \ -

i'Lnrlng in mind these three possible noaningr. of the

1 Burne t, E . G . . e. 55 - 
as Cornfoi'd tnought.
It mlybt be argued t!.at thiu is too acv; need a view for so 

ssidy a. thicker, but wo should ?'.ote thrv tht': ides is 
i u'.licit in Anari icnes' tnciz'y of rarsfnction 'ind 
condense tlon. for the view -Ghat the ape iron was a 

. -mixture, see 112A9; 9a.
 ̂ Bo e. whirlwljid oio]: up sand (hot and dry) and drops

of molstuie from a. pool ox’ r'iver (co?d and wot) and make 
them i?it-7 A ni..turo of dlffeiont qua_iky from euch of 
the particles. But when the whirlwind dropped, the 
two would sepai'hte out again.. '

 ̂ Parmenides could still argue that Being could not be 
uouiuied. by so ne thing, since it cshtei.icd all that 

existed, nor could it be bounded by nothing, aizice 
nothing did not exist. (cont' d on p. 35)*
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word apeiron, let us see how Anaximander could have imagined 
the emei'gence of the woi'ld.

The a pci ron is said to he in "eternal motion" If
it was conceived of as circular, it seems most likely that

its motion was rotatory. If we follow the account of
2pseudo-.Pluta.rch, we may suppose that this motion c.aused a 

piece to leave the apeiron ( i l)* Observations
of centrifugal force, e.g. of pieces of clay flying off a
potter's wheel, may have been the basis of this idea.

Now although the particles (implicit in the theory) 

throughout the whole of 1;he ape iron were in equal proport-

ions, in this one piece, the ̂ ^  they may have
5chanced to be in unequal proportions. This would account 

for the "injustice" of the "elements" and for the idea that 

the H >t was gaining supremacy, because the quantity of Fot 

in the YDvni.ohwan greater than the qua:itity of the other 

substances. In this piece v/hich separated off tjie circular 

motion would continue, now peihaps resembling the tàcveiacnt

^ F.B. p. 177.

f D12A3 6.
t D12A1Ü.

This would allow for the whole movement of both a.peiron 
and go ni mon, which continues to rotate, to be raoi-e or 
less in a plane. This seems most likely considering the 
flat 'pillar-shape of the earth and the rings of sun,
3710on àriû stars which are placed slant-wise to the plane 
of the earth (D12A22); see also the comparison with a 
cross-section of a tree-tm.r.k (1.2A10) . 

necessary to account for the equal balance in the ape iron, 
12B1."

(cont’d on u , 36).
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01 a vmii‘lv:>nd or w h i r l arul the four "el.emerts" would

separate out ( G c-trhi'U ; . In such a movement the

heov1er particles would tend towrrde the centre anu the
lighter ones towurcls txie circumference.

If Anoxiiuonder’s system was a logioal construction,

based on experience, a,3 it seems reasonabjo to suppose in
view of bis practicfQ. achievements, rational oxrlanations

2of meteorological uhenoiiena end ohsorv tions of biological 
p r o b a b l y ' '  i m a g i n e d  s o m e  s u c h  S Y S T E M  AS T H E  0 IviE

f a c t s , h^ out] ined above, though he may not have understood
all. the iaiplicctioiis of his theory.

( 3 i Anax i meyie e .
Anaximenes, like Thales, postulated c simple material

4-substrate; but instead of water he chose air, probably at
5thet time equated with mist and even darkness. Air was 

pi’eiera.ble to water, since it was apparently capable of 
almost infinite extension;, it necdec no sunport and yet 
was itself able to support other objecu;.^ It ssoias that

5 a.s is illustiatcd by the fo.Llowing
dia.gr am it he entire circle reuz esents
the ape r o jl with the particles in equal , © Hct
proportions and the siia.ded area thei '
goninoh, which contains more [lot, 1̂̂ '
pa?ticj.es than Cold, Viet or Dry. ' . 1̂'"̂

V ' -  y  t  , " u
i CÎ. the Kv^vi of Aiin.x,e.4-;oras, ete - V  '* •-
3 IC12A27 . V
1 D12A.L0. ^
: iiljAI; 4; 5; C; 7-
 ̂ see Ilo.T.er, Odyssey, VIIJ , 1 and flut, De Prim. F.rig. j4oe 
6'rt i cXo ur(vl v ccr ri '."okn rr̂  . - n rd ̂
.\r .'\ L] ĉ ev mr- Y o-- c rc- -. A cT"d ' i v '•
L . Robin, Greek Thought .
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Anaximenes oeliavad in animate world and coneidez-ed air 

to be neoessazy/ foi- Its lile. *' It is mo-^e orobablo ■ that 

the s e v/ere the ressens for Ans x in one s ' oljoioe of sir than 

that his theory was lerely a r s t i o as 1 Is a t i on of Orphic myth 

as re Is bed. oy Epimenides, e.ccoT-cling to whom Ai r end night
p

vvcn'o t.he source of ai.l things.

The various substances of the vorld weie explained as
3tIc 1-3suit of the condensation and ro.]-ef action, of ai r.

This moy have been suggested ho t.̂ ê ohserrotion of the 

changing of wrter into cbean and ice o;r of the Y.»rocess of 

felting wool It was surolv an irrnortant step to notice
that entirely different substances .may result from a

/ Rdifference in density (cf. gz'sphite and dla.monds)."'

Anaximenes also m i a A  to establish a relationship between

temperature and density by meanis of a simple experiment;

]
1)13B 2 R. Onians, The Origins of European Thou g h t , records 

that the, view tlia't tiie - soul is inTr*’ is a "popular belief* 
The is the living strength of the body and since
rho dead do not breathe is equated with the breath and 
so with air. Cornford said (F.S. p. 1 8 6 } that the 
influence of medicine cannot be traced in the Milesians.

P Th_o fragment, at least, shows a.n interest in physiology.
L. Robin, Greek Thought, suggested th.^t E-'lmenid.es altered 

Orphic myth to fit i.n with "scientific" developments.
We do not know whether I'pinenides lived before or after 
/Vna.ximere-e?, B u t , in air/ case , it se one more likely 
that .Snimenides altered the traditional account of Orphic
myth. in. whic].!. Right alone is the source of all and
introduced Air (sometimes equated with b i g h t } to make 

 ̂ the sex-im.agery more d e ^ r .
t D 13A 5 ; 6 ; 7 ,  ̂ ,

as is suggested by .9 , Farrington, Greek Science ; TuKc-co» 
the word used by commentators on Anaximenes seems to be 

.. the dsua.l word for "to felt" of w o o l ,
^ see Wo Wightman, The Grov/th of Scientific I d e a s .
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lie uhüUgilt tljfct wlieii we blow with lips pursed, txie hi mat h is

cool because it is coiiden.-ied, ba û v.e urea the out with

i! 10util wide o;;eii, the bzuath is war.'; uecause it is rarefied^

Although he drew the wrong con ,.ueioii iron his experiment,

it nevertheless snows a desire to coniim his hypothesis by

reiai-ence to experience. Cornfoi-d appea.rs to nave ignored
2t.ais experiment and complained' that Anaximenes never tested

his hypothesis, as he coula quite easily have clone, by

putting G. Jar ol v/a.tor outsidv on ei. frosty night ; the next

morning he v/ould have I v'und the jar brhton and revisod his

theory. hut iU is possible tnat Ancbximencs might hcwe

taken tJiis as coiiilrmatioii of his hypothesis? And in any

C7se, such a.n experiment would lieLve oee:_ nisleadiiq^ since

t}ie crcpansion of i:e is aji ex.ception to tne general rule

that substances contract when cooled. Gornlord-remarked

11LVt— 'J V ' T - . C o m l  o rd remarlre d

that a similar- experiment was actual3.y performed, by a.
4RipX)Ocr&tic writer. But he failed to notice that the

5expeiii.iont not caiefully conducted and. the conclusion

i 213111.
? . G . p . 6 ,
as the Arabs appear to iiave done (aoc. to E . iVieaemann,

Hier das Experiment iin Altertum. unn Mittclalter,
Untorrichtsbl4'tter für Mathema til: und hsturwis-senschfift, 
].i, 19w6, p. 122). They held a similar tbeoiy to that 
of Anaximenes and believed thEst a Jai- of water split 
when the watci froze, ...ut because tlie ice expended, but 
because it contracted and fc-ccd out the air, which made 

! ^nonon. 1353;.
Tne water was me a sure d a.gaiii, not while it v/e,s still 

frozen 'but after it had melted, when it was, in fact,
(cont'd on p. 39;.



drawn iron It wes not any nearer to the tiuth then the 

CM sumption inn.db by Anaximenos a a a result of bis experiment. ̂

He also out :ior?uurl a. theoi'y that the sun derives its
?hoot from its novouent. It is possible thoI this idea 

nay have been based on obccr'/rtiona of the way in which 

chariot vu-.eels become hot in the course of rapid driving,^

The re:t of his cosmological and meteorological 

théorie G are based on observations'^ or arc logically derived 

frop his Liaiii hypothesis, tiist air is the source of all
5things.̂

]’/0 hove soon tint the systems of the Milesians were not 

merely rot i ono'J i cot ions of myths . The few ideos that were 

boi'i'owod from nyth were supported by observations. The 

Milesians we re obviously pr^ ctical men and it is likely that 

most of their theories were based on experience. We have 

found one example cf a simple experiment; chcre riGiy have 

been otl'ors which have not boon recorded . Tncce early 

scientists went beyond the evidence of the senses, bul, that

less, owing to a certain amount of evapor-tion having 
takczA .jlaoe.

The conclusion drav.Ti by the Hippocratic wioiter was that 
"freezing dzies up avid causes t:> disappear the lightest 

P . and br'ightest" parts of tJie watimm 
^ DljAb.

cf. also tiiG potter's wheel wiiicH would feel hot to the 
touch as it rotated) and poFiSibl.y'tne drill: brills
were used by primitive peoples to make fire (see under 
hire in the Eiicyc 1 ooaedia Britcnnica) : a Hirnocratic 

. writer noted that drills become hot when used for 
, trenliining (On Wounds in the Head, 7X1).
g D13A7' ̂ 5. ' ' —
 ̂ D13A7 g^3, 7; A17.
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, is not p fan It in science Their mistake lay in

inauiiicient checi’-ing of their t h e o r i e s h u t  we ouaht 

not to expect present-day scientistic accuic=c^ xxuïïi these 

e s.rly p i one e rs .

■ 3 see 0. Bernard, An Introduction to the Btudy olQ
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ORAPTni IV
AEi-'OrHANES AND HEIk.CLITUS

A8nooiiyq,nes.

Xenopha.nes of Colophon aoes not seem to have been 

primarily interested in "science". We can see from tne 

fragments we possess of his poems that he was chiefly 

concsrneo. to condemn anthropornoroiiic conceptions of the 

gods.^ This led hiin to describe a deity whose attributes 

were directly opposed to those of the gods of Homer and 

Hesiod. He, removed offensive anthropomorpinic features and 

gave his G-od unlimited power, unrestricted perception" and
f-r»A a n-rr -p-r'A"'-! Imi 1 .

5Cornford said that Xenophanes believed that the world 

was (rOd and that this is a relic of traditional tliought.

In none of the frag;monts does Xenophanes nake such a 

statement. Probably later v/riters^ identified his God 

with the world in an attempt to show that he v/as applying a 

metaphysical theory to the visible universe. No doubt he

believed tint the world was alive^ but it can hardly be

^ D21H11; 12; 14; 15;.16.
, D21H23.

D21B24 . 
p D21B25,
^ P.S. p. 146.
'■'* Simplicius D21A31, Cicero P2lAj4 , Galen D21A jo . 'i'neadoret 
« D21A36. ^
p as Theophrastus saw, D21Ajl. s2.

note D21P33, living creatures como from mud.
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ideatifiec with a God who "sees all over, thinks all over 

and heors r 1.1 over"^ and "sots a vf: y y thing in motion by the 

thought oj; his mind" ?Toreovur, if _e no pinnies thought

that the world was God, he vn o guilty ox sovoral inconsiot- 

encies* 'Ve are told'^ that he believe ' God to he etoinnl 

but the world, asi we know it, is of-'id to eooie fron miia ond 

return to m.d/*' ] t neoma t] at he he! loved that tho world

won i ni irh ye,"' bu"; \ieol-in':, oi' laznescua^ uktld thai 

IvTiophriiee' Col wan boundod notionlene, '.loxander of
7Aphrooisiag that it was bounned and spherical and 

Theophrestun'"^ that it was neither bounded nor botindl.ese. 
I'iiOdo uonidoiene nxou:-. iro.x an ...tempt to ohov/ that

Asnophanes* God was identified with the world.
The cosmological fragments were procably originally 

inc.LUdoci in the B.atires ana vfcre only later classified under
V , /the hcad'liig !ier&. They to )-e a.n f=.ttempt to

10improve upozi t.rc per.9or' .'icationn of ?ayth. For example
he R,f 1011 ts tiuot tLV i ‘o,i-bov. io not the roh l- ee I" le . but a 

cluudh"'"

^ D21P24. 
825.

/ Aji; jj
5 i i ;  t l - v  H v  m'5. TfeU-

rrpiXT ïTXt^jo / ̂ T O  K^kwiv S ' ez , o.rr^Lmcv vi-v c-" ,-
A 11 a X S ̂ cf V r J ̂ To V iq h tO <r'5 r'TTtrvpv. Ufc-s/ W/Oc v ev 3' k

7 Ail.’§13.
q ibid*
Q All 82*

see BuiMiet, K.G...F, p. 11b.
1 j OD. cit* pp. 121 iJ. .B32.
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We arc told that iie held that the cu rth streUcheil downwards^ 

ajid Lhe ai?- upWE'rds t', he may intuiia by this

i;o diBpeuse wiuU Tai'tarus, Ourxnus --nd Gala ana the unsteml.y 

8 Goi'ies attached to them. " The ateteuent that the heevunly 

bodies are ignited clouds'̂ ' nay have aeen oil ere a as sn 

fîltei'native to the beliei tnat they wez-e divine beings, and
r

■i;he theoz-y that I ivi i'v- cj cntU; u:' cote i'ro:.. m u d i n  opposition 

to tic prevalent idea that they were chllaren of heaven and 

Earth.

'nO'v;u\ er, mony of his notions were based on. pccnrate 

oLeervo.tiDn8. This theory of the cniergence oi living

crerturec from mud we.o based on his discovery of foysils of
7sea-creatm-es in rocis in niidlFuia districts; though, as

p,
we saw abovef Aziaximander may have made c. similar discovery 

ehc ./enophancs hr̂ vu borz'OT/ocl thlc idea ircm Aiiarimrnder

Who is GF-iê to i.cve been hir teic.hr.'-.'̂  Prom M n  cbservat-
1 - ] 1 

ions oi dt. iJmo'n I'ij c end. clonfs F bove voicoioeB' ' he

oonclUuAp thFt L thr. q.rovoryy bzbiu- t lo connoBOd of

J; DPI r28. 
q A47.

60 e hn.rne k , E . G . P . p . 125 *
r- A jo ; 4v.
 ̂ '033. It tĥ .t t.hl6 was a pouul-r belief , s- Homer

I lir.id VII, 9 V I'iUl liCSiOu, /QT~.lvB &1H\ L'&yr>, bl « f.-Ul)
JlnTonh. ner obviously fob.r.d" supilort fo)"' i.he ifuu- from 
oboervF Lions, whether hiw own or AnAximander'e; see
DOV I-L, r I

« Ileaiod, Theogony, 45 
% A 33
9

10
11.

9 P.Tl
A.I .
A39.
A 4b.
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Bwx u du:.:o. Hw Lzd UvtC"' tkc _ "U'CO ' tion

Vf v.ntur tiiBOUgn roc k  iu c»./ tsi;. v.-Au-up' and t. ?.û px-obubly 

-L0U iiiia Ou du L llu'- -.♦urlu would ont) uiy i - t  tuvii to

q
vOicifoi'ü thOüè>nd wHôii. / ChO jhMTiù.V O'UhüeuLlùd Ihc

tqyLns ul vas Titans Fnd ne v.TS re ject  lu/ tue o lo in

01 iLCuivà'a EuBv to Le leocnllng thç tru th  n o u t t ic  remote 

past anü scttiz.^ up hio own claim to prop/otic ir.sirl't.

Dut surely he cwi iru iily be &.a:lc. uo cl. i:': pi-ooletAc iroight
**iwnezi nc hou «/ri ltcn bhese iiziesf "tr * - g for cortain 

t iu  La, n o  i i i r . i x i nus seen x t, aor w ill, there ever be r. n r t i  w h o  

knows ecouü uHt. gons ouh about t l 3 ul iag?-: 1 meatlon.

for, if iie ÜUCCOCÛU to Lhe luil in o[.y.»nj what ir completely 
UAue, be himself uevcrthelecc uarv/f.xe of i t ;  and Opinion 

lu  fijm.û u.y fete upon a l l  t l ln g u ."  ?ragD!eiit '35 ''luL tho so 

tl.xngii be st'-iev ae oouj^ ôtuzel ;n ly , e .k ll r  t i  the 

rwFllLy" shows tir L he vi.l not el .1 .. oh j o Lh.'e -iitl lor 
jiia views. nuwever it is obvlo«-.g. fro.L frpj lAX 1 34 th?t 
Truth does exist Aind he bc.iic\ed t =' : or.i ^u/foxiiYiPte 
t\ ti.c ui uth Li y re search. ̂  But i z o y c c n t  I S " Tz'Ul y  the
goc:i hr, VO no's reveal dr to mortals rll things fro:-

. Ajj oo.
, i .f k r . 146.
C  ̂'1 "B34, tranu, y'y . fre/rnaut A ^ q U'\.'= to the pre-hocrntlo

1 i A Ï. L V.3 ‘ Ufjj-LCv X*'V 1
bxu .
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Ghows tiirt be âid not believe in prophetio

1 01 -my Thô it: irag/'Onte roveal llenoiihcnes'

e&piricE!l approrch to the liiscovory oi cruth as do hi a 

out.ioivations in the Gphere oi ziatiirr.l ooionoo. 3i.it t.iLe 

cfiici vaiLie of hifj work doo3 not lie in iiio "acieiitiiic' 

tiioorios, oinco they were not hio pi"lao.ry into root, out 

iit nia theological .and. et.iiof:.! vlewo. 

iierac litus .

It is clear frai)i a reading of che fragtients of

iiera.clitus that he a,gain differed from the Milesio.iin. I"e

have Been that the latter worked in a ’’scientific" way, 

blit went beyond the evidence of the senses i.n franing 

their hypothesis that everything is derived iron a single, 

material snostance. It was this very hypothesis, the 

formulât ion of v/hich was the least "scientific" of their 

achievomcnts, that wes set fortn, dcvcloyeeu a.hd emphasised 

oy Heraolit io.

The unity which ho say.' behind -pZ-o. see:is to

have been a hidden ooimoction"" produced by the
Ï

which isuiTilvc-'sally present'^ and cor hi nee the ranifold 
objects of The world Intc a kind of ordered Such
a relationship may bo seen by analogy in the ilontity cf

i*: I122B5-U 123 • ̂ T? o - 1 1 A
 ̂the Kh'rju<\;.3 of B3Ü
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apjru-ent opposites; foi rixomnla, cer— watur is Orlrkacli
1 ?1.or fis:; , for men; pins %onb in mud and

donkeys prefer lulbich to gol.d,^ unlike vie : for \.h.o i. kh

OTDpoaiteo are pro nor; the uncl and too uoginni.ig ol a
I %ci l'Oie are tUo samo ; ' etc .

Tne uuiag a law of ïDj'OportloTi/'' ensures s
balance in tiie world betwe«n op pool tens, like tiio tension

7 • /in tne otrnag bow or lyre, jjor tbio reason the /
is aomebimes called War; and tLic idea nay have lod to

■* / '1tno idontll'ication oi the /^uyctv.ùta lire." It is
uiificult to oe sure whether Heraclitus vt-as here speaking
litei'Aily or metaphorloplly. ae may hsve thought that
everything really was Fire, the earth and sea veing Fire

1 ; iLemporarily u}.tinguished,"" In this or-oo, if he thought
oi lire as neavenly aether, he may have envisapred the 
3SÙ& i^.-Tk, f'-» the change from fire to sea (in the .
fall oi rain), iron, ser to eaith (in t.le silt.LUg. un of 
hrz'buuj'u \  u tc , ) f ii'Oi/i e * .r \ L to sea ( l i .  t.Uo i vce^'i ol t]ie 

coast; f nU from se; to lire (in eva;ornoion.

1 ,T'I■̂y 1 O »L e
f Blj.
^39,
1 2103.
? sec 3 !::;6 ; Pb*? ' "
^ Bce 1 . 8 . Ivlrk, d e r a c l ituu, t h e cos.,.îo f%'ag%.ieAiis. p. 40 

f:)nd 294 .
A 251.
■ 1 '- r, ■' bJv'S 3 i f hW; J\. ,

, fis may re I m n l i e u  by B- 30,
Ai ë9.
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which 13 X'ueT for the iiiavenly bodies) It eeons mere

probable that he wo 8 b packing.met apho rlually (perhaps 

iircoisciousi;yp . lining î'iro or aio exo,jip] c of measured change; 

the lionp is more or less stable. yet it is continually 
ehengine;. eonsumioy, fuel and pro due in r OT'iohe . This 

irit&x'Dre totion is perhaps supported by He r a d  itus * river
panalogy ; ' the waters in tlo ? river are continuel 1 y changing, 

yet tiie whole retains a cep-tcin shape, It is even 

possible thet rlei-aclltus sometimes spoke met-^nhorically 

and sometimes literally without any real distinction 

between the two. It seems tint often, be was tr^'iny to 

cuju.ess an nbst^'cct txnth i.n the terüs o.C physiccd. 

specnlrtion,

It her- been suggested tliat He rad itns followed popular 

thou git ijtj. his astronomical theories. In fragment 5 he 

sa.ys th.a.t the sun is rev; ca.cb dry. Some commentators'^ 
have suyyested thrt this meens that the sun is crtiiyprished 

at ni ah!: and r,:ki.ndled i;i the mojriing, wljch seems likely 

enough. Others, have suggestec, the.t Heraclitus v/as hore 

fol'h.ivviiig the PTythical story thm.t the û.u was ccr.riuù round 

Uccanus in a go ! don bo\/l. Now ncx-aclitus believed tl.r t all

as Kirk thinks, op. cit. pp. 333 if. It scorns unl!.ke].y 
that Herpclitus included air in his ccisnrc; the 
T'sssages, where air is mentioned are all wribten by late 
aut.hors and the insertio.L of' air into the scheme is 

^ prcbsbly a Stoic variation on B36.
t E49a; 29l".Olymniodorus on Aristotle's Me 1:e.oro 1 ogy a.nu tno scholiast
, on i'lato, Hep'uclic, 49Go..



ti.'.e ho-'ver'ly bodies were fire i::\ bowls : b r:. thez-e is

to 3ug/;eyt that he biîlievcà Xlo sun to ie a horse- 

chariot, crivcr by Helio'/. lù.e rueY Cz tb̂ c bcwls 

may owe its Oilgin to mykh, but the tkebry ci "exhalotionc" 

tli'-'t o,ro jurat in !;hc uowlc wrs baaod on ouHc?'v?tion ')i 

the evaporation of wrter. inese "sxhplationy" were i-c blisr 

like the fiery cloj.d.a of .10 phanec.. A.nd Hereclituw jiey well 

hove Jiodified leiiOphanv c' the or,y, p^rhoos ml in., tu". same 

pur0080 in mind, nar.iely to ridicule the jopuiai' ooacejtior 

of the gods (of. fragments I4 and 15). It is 0] ear from
“I

fragvie-'it 99" that Heraolituc knew that night is luo to the

disappearance (or puerching) of the sun; so ie obviously

did not follow the popular belief that night ie caused by
2moisture, The otber fT-agy-'c.nt about the sun says that it 

ÎE', the oreedth of r msn’s foot. It seoxis j'OE.t unlikely 

that Herac] itne. rerlly jeliz vef this. I k 03erne probable

th-t ha is lez'c referring to itr 'Apparent width end
;BUpgesting thr t oppeaiaucae are c(-ccntiva;~ or be may be 

0ensuring the reverence accorded to the 8un as & ui/iiiity, 

su.::e-,tin<; tmat he hardly eeerjb like a deity, since he is 

only the siî e of 0 men* s foot. But aa bhe original

- "If the:re we:re no sun. so fax' as depended on tne other 
st^rs it would, be nigi-t. "

 ̂ B3--Fc; T''i 9 3.„■ .1.j "
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context has been lost, it is difficult to know how to
■jinterpret the fragment.

It is apparent from Heraclitus’ cosmologiea I theories

and from the analogies he used to support his views that

he did not entirely ignore the evidence of the senses;

and this is borne out by his epistejnological fragments.
2He stressed the i;m.poi-1,anoe of sense-perception; mere

conjecture wras not porrdssihle ; out we should bo careful

to distinguish the more reliable of the s e n s e s T h o s e

who wish to be wise must onquiT-e into many things; but

much learning ' Is not enough;"' facts learnt from sense-
7perception must be united by intelligence. Real wisdom 

consists in recognising the \c\_

However, in spite of his insistence upon the "empirical" 

method, it seems that he himself began with an a priori 

belief in the unity of the world and then proceeded to find 

oxcamp.les from the r-'nsiblc woild to prove his theory. In 

many w-ys he resembled - poet; he prouaoly did not

listinp-uish between litoral and metaphorical meanings
0 10 (e.g. of Fire; and he used pereonifications and analogies.

1g see
p.R
ee G. Kirk, op. cit. Group 9.

Tj55 "Those things of which there is sight, hearing, 
knov/ledgc, these :t̂ s what I honour most", 

t B47r 7 0 .
 ̂ BlOla.
i B35; of. B22.
^ B4Ü. 
i B107.
Q B41;

-7 ) 353; 64.B49a; 91; 61; 13 etc.
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.but it can hardly be true that he was a successor of the

pcet-prophet~‘Sage of early times, as Gornford would have us

believe.~ He highly disapproved of the tcFching of the
2poets and of the kind of knowledge which the Muses impart 

to their devotees; nor did he put forward a cosifiogonicsl 

scheme, like those of Hesiod, Pherecydes, etc., but believed 

that the universe had always existed/'' Moreover, he did 

not clai?:i a "unique Inspiration""' and it seems unlikely that 

he thought of the ; as actually speaking through him; ̂

the \v u -, was an external truth which could be discovered
7by anyone who would use his intelligence. Unless 

Eeracl.itus was an Orphic (which Gornford himself doubted) 

and so believed in transmigratio,n, he cannot have shared in 

the claim of the shaman's soul to have discovered the truth
g

from its journeys through the universe.

Although Heraclitus often spoke in poetical terms and 

within the framework of the physics ol his time end although 

he cegan with an a priori belief in a unity behind phenomena, 

the uruth "chat he discovered through using his senses 
combined with intelligence wa.s that there is an order behind 

the appfirently dicoruered constituents of the u^hverse; and 

this truth has been the basis of all.modern science.

^ P.S. pp. 112 ff. 
i B 4Ü; 42; 56; 57; 104; 1 0 6 . 
t B40.
' B30.
P.8 . p. 116.

% as some have thought is the .meaning of B 5 0 . 
^ B114.
" see G. Vlastos, Gnomon, 1955.
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CHAPTER V
TH3 FYTIIAGQIEAK A:.D PLi a TïG ''C'iOOlS,

1 ) The, ̂ Pythagoremans »

Pythagoras is a strange figure about whom we know very 

little. The general impression one gains from reading 

accounts of his life is of a. highly intelligent religious 

mystic. We caiuiot say definitely which parts of the 

Pythagorean doctrine date back to the founder; but it 

seems almost certain that he was responsible for tlie belief 

in the transmigration of souls” and for the interest in 

mathematics'^ which we find among his followers.

Gornford thought that Pythagoras was a successor of 

the shaman. Mow Pythagoras was the first of the pre- 

80cratio philosophers to believe in transmigration and
/-fc -v-\ /-x ..tf .| n -v\ *1 T- 4" *4“ V» !;»'■ /'X “P  *4* Uh f  ̂ f  \ 1 1 1 O  O' ^  "1 V >  f'V O; *1 £\ "tl ^Lf W i 1 L/ y %JL i r w -L. v w ua.j.-u w ju \j viv̂XxA:̂. u v u
apart from the b o d y T h i s  latter belief is held by the 

choaen vf:io thiiics that his soul can gather knovûod'^-e while 

wandering aptrt fro:% his body throughout the universe.^ 

Possibly lo th:y:oras thought he had g iued mew . ee ye in 

a previous existence. This is csb_:ci;:lly lihohv in view 

of the no.ture of the discoveries he is aaid to hr-ve made. 

They are all concerned with m; thvnc.tics and rincr tr-is is

^ DI4AI: Aoa @1 9 : 21.8?.
D53519; 14A6a

,1. j.-JO ; Doacis, The Greeks and tne Irrational,
1 • -‘-"*•0 »

c hi/; Ada 0I9 . 
^ P.8. u. 9 4 .
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an a priori c " cftcz: li:s no imxcx cnco to

.•: en SI G objects t3::ec,c discoveries :ry ’'.■oil have seem.cd 

Jikc rev clrtions ircv oziotlinz evhere. At loHst, it seems

veiy pi olollo that the theory ol hr cl its origin

ill I'y t] : ;; go %-c m i  sr.. In this rcr';%.ct, then, lythe.gorrs 
ro._ exivlcd a shi.nat., Lu I , r e far ce v.o ks.ct, he wac ::.ot 3 

ÿroôhot or a poet, 1;̂  loth of which ceprcitice t}:.c shT-ziar. 
lo supyoocd to cxcol. Moreover Pythagovo' oyetioiom 

Wu.r by x_o mcajOG completely illogicrl” end it certainly

r-:eem.8 that he won a reputation for bcing a veiy jcziowlcdgQ-
?aule uiar.

It is also, possible that soiie of Pythagoras' . 

discovorios in mathenctics had their origin in sensible 

cxpcxiunco. He io said to iiovc disccvereci jhat the squ^^re 

on the hyp'Otenuse of a right-angled triaxiglc is equal to 

ti.'.e EUiu of t.ac squcii'cb on the othez twq- sides."^ If it is
Atxue t.̂ p.t he visited % y p t  - he may In ve leaxnt this fact 

t.d(̂ 7'e; possibly/ he gave a geometrical proof of che 
proposition.^ But if he arrived at the uiscovezr^r independ

ently, he may have rc",chad his concl'iHiion from chsozvatiGn 

(e.g. a tiled floor -'rrangod in a pattern like this would

.h. heichenbach, The Rise of Scientific Thilosorhy, ch. I.
B14A2 ; 22B4L: 2 ill 9 Thiels consi-lei-ElTLi: If st. fray, to be

-, spurious) .
D5GBÏ9.

4-
5 see aUüVü, p. tv

D14A4: o; 9.
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make it clear).

;
■) 4%

It is possible that the theory that Number is the first 

principle^ dates back to Pythagoras himself. This 

hypothesis may have been the result of the practice of

using pebbles for counting (calculus; calculation); it 

would be easy to see how objects could be built up from 

Uj'lts. It was an important discovery to realise that 

concrete objects can be accounted for in mathematical terms, 

but there is some illogical thinlcing in the identification 

of things with numbers.
Of Pythagoras* followers those who were interested

in the mystical side of his teaching worked out a scheme
2according to which there were ten pairs of opposites, the

principal pair being the limited and the Unlimited. All 

these opposites were of an immaterial nature. They 

developed the theory that things were numbers, extending

D58B15.
D24A3.
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its application to abstract qualities,^ and t h e y  believed 

that the unifying force in the world v/as the harmony which 

resulted from the proportional arrangement of everything. 
This last theory was supported by the discovery that the 
musical intervals depend upon numerical ratios.^

ly of the Pythagoreans made considerable discoveries
4in higher mathematics ; some practised research in other

5fields. Menestor of Syba.ris ma.de some remarkable
6observations in the sphere of botany; Hippon, vho followed

‘7Thales in supposing the substrate to be water v/as interested 

in reproduction;^ in fact, he was led to the conclusion 

that water is the first principle from observing that it is

D58B4; the Pythagoreans believed that One was the
beginning of all things; sometimes in accordance with 
the list of opposites it was identified with the 
Limited. The Monad exists in the Unlimited, i.e. there 
is a simple unit existing in space (58B9; 10; 28; etc.). 
Space is equated v/ith the principle of Twoness, the 
Dyad, since its existence allows for the multiplication 
of the One (58B14; 15)- Guthrie thinks (Orpheus and 
Greek Religion, p. 219) that this idea was derived from 
the myth of the Orphic Egg. It seems’ more likely that 
it was the result of using pebbles for counting and for 

_ geometrical diagrams, (see J. Burnet, E.G.P. p. 102).
^ D58B27.

D18a14; 44E6; 47A16. It is probable that Pythagoras
himself made the discovery and Kippasus supported it by 
experiments; also see E. SchrOdinger, Nature and the 
Greeks; modern scientists have found that numerical 
ratios discovered in reference to one study apply to 
material settings entirely different from those in 
which they were first discovered.

^ Theodorus, D43, Archytas, D47 and others D58.
2 medicine, 58B1 §163-4, 57A2, music, 52A3, astronomy, 50A1.
^ D32A5 §§5-7.
A D38A4; 7.

D38A3; 1 0 ; 1 2 ; 1 6 ; 17; 1 8 .
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necessarj?" for life He also studied the action of the 
2he art. Philolaus likewise showed an interest in 

physiology. He put forward the theories that the body 
is made of the hot element and has no admixture of the cold 

until after its birth, when the air breathed in acts as a 
cooling agent,  ̂ and that disease is caused by the action 
of bile, blood and phlegm.^ He believed the four elements 

of man to be the brain (the seat of the mind, peculiar to 

man), the heart (the sea.t of the feelings and the soul, 

common to all animals), the n.avel (like a root and proper 

to plants) and the reproductive organs (common to all 

living things since all come from seed). Philolaus' 

ideas on the arrangement of the universe are of considerable 
interest. The earth is no longer considered to be at 
the centre of the universe but is supposed to rotate on 
its own axis along with the stars, the planets, the sun, 
the moon and the antichthon, an imaginary body, around a 
central fire, in this fashion.

c-_

i D38A3; 10. , D38A10. 
 ̂D58B27.
Î ilDid.
? D58B13- 
° D44A17.
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V/e cannot be sure whether the antichthon was supposed to 
be betv/een the earth and the central fire or on the other 
side of the central fire from the earth,^ nor why 
Philolaus introduced the antichthon; it may have been, as 

Aristotle suggested, to bring the number of heavenly 

bodies up to the holy number ten or to explain lunar 

eclipses^ or perhaps to account for the fa.ct that we do 
not see the central fire or its rays. In spite of 

mystical elements, Philolaus* recognition that the motion 

of the heavenly bodies across the Sky from East to West 
was only apparent and that the earth revolves around its 
own axis and is not at the centre of the universe was an 
outstanding achievement.^

The Pythagoreans, then, though not conspicuous for 
their use of the "empirical" method, occasionally made 
important scientific discoveries which must have involved 
considerable observation. Their most important contrib

utions to science, however, were their mathematical 

researches and, above all, their insistence upon the 
symmetry and order of the universe, which has since been 
shown to have been founded on fact

i D44A17; the antichthon is said to be opposite to the earth 
 ̂D58B4.
B58B36. 

q see Burnet, E.G.P. p. 97.
 ̂ see E. SchrOdinger. Nature and the Greeks.
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2} Alcmmeph..

Alcmaeon, who is oonetines thought to have been a 
1Pythagorean was an extremely careful observer of natui'e.

It seems improbable that Alcmaoon belonged to the 
Pythagorean sect, since there are considerable clii'ierenccs 
be tv/con son© of their basic ideas ■ Alcnaeon believed that 

only the gods nay know about rA , t j r vi-r - (which were the 

chief objects of knowledge among the Pythagoreans) and
o

liiaited enquiry to things detei^iinablc by inference/

Aristotle thinks that Alenaeon nay have been a Pythagorean 
because his theory ox opposites was similar to theirs;^ 
but,the characteristic Pythagorean pairs of opposites, 
odd and even, limited and unlinited are missing from the 
list credited to Alcmaeon, which is of wider scope than 
the Pythagorean list, the latter being limited to ten 
pair8 ,̂  Alcmaeon.* s list of opposites was based on the 

obseivation of fevers, distinguished by high temperature, 
shivering and biliousness. It is possible that he 

thought that this theory could be extended to apply to 
the universe in general; this is the more likely in view

^ He dedicated his book to three Pythagoreans (D24B1). 
Aristotle does not know whether the Pythagoreans 
influenced Alcmaeon or he them (D24A3).

^ D24B1. 
^ D24A3.
+ On the whole question of whether or not Alcmaeon belonged

to the Pythagorean sect, see G. Vlastos, Isonomia, A.J.P. 
1953» he points out the difference in the attitude 
towards knowledge and in the lists of opposites;

(cont’cl on p. 5 6 ) .
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of the formulation of the "empirical" theory of know

ledge* generally credltod to Alcmaeon, according to which 

of-ruicular observatiozis nay ler^d to general infei'onces and 
so to memor^r and Icnowledge.^ If this is so, then the 

Pythagoreans may have taken over Alcnaeon's theory of 
opposites and modified it to fit in with their nmiher

pmysticism.

The "empirical" theory of knowledge formulated by 

Alcmaeon seems to have been the result of his Investigation 

into sense-perception* He performed an opération to 

remove an cye^ and, either then or in later dissection, 

discovered the optic nerves, which join behind the eye and 

lead to the brain; from this and probably other examina

tions of the sense-organs, he cærse to the conclusion that 

all sense-impressions are carried to the brain by means 

of "paths",^

Alcmaeon was also interested in the processes of 

reproduction*^ and in this connection he made obseivations 

of the development of the embryo in birds’ eggs. It 

seems likely that he dissected the human body and found

he shows also that the balance of the opposites in 
the body, which v/as necessary for health depended on 
their equality (isonomia) while in Pythagorean 
cosmology the unifying factor was proportion, as in 
music.

i E24A1 1 .
as w. H. S. Jones thinks, Philosophy and IJecilcine In Ancient 

Greeoe. ()• 4.
 ̂B24A10. 
g D24A5-
i X124.A13; 14; 17.O -r\ ,1 A m /*“
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tha.0 some of the blood-vessels are empty of blood in
death, since he held a theory that sleep is caused by a,

partial and death by s. total withdra.wal of the blood from

the arteries into the veins.^
Alcmaeon is a very important figure in the history of

both medicine and philosophy; his theory of the ^  m e

of ooposites played a very important part in later Greek 
2medicine and his theory of knowledge had considerable 

influence on later philosophy.^
3 ) The__Ele_at i c,s_.

)
Parmenides v/as the founder of the Eleatic school. 

Gornford believed that he, like Pythagoras, was a shaman.  ̂

It is true that he wrote in verse a description of a

divine revelation of the truth, which contradicted the 
evidence of the senses. hut there is a notable 

difference between this revelation and that received by 

the shaman. The latter accepted the revelation as true 
v/ithout any effort on his part to confirm the truth of it 
by reasoning or otherwise ;  ̂ but the goddess, who Gornford 
thinks is a personification of reason, tells Parmenides to 

"judge by reason" ( Knyuo); and Parmenides’ poem

is in fact a rigid logical exposition of the revelation

I D24A18.
^ see below, ch. VIII, the Goan school, 
j especially on Aristotle, (Metaphysics, I etc.) 
f P.S. p. 117.
? The Way of Truth.

P.S. p. 96.
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that the universe is an uncreated, indestructible, 
immovable plenum. The denial of any kind of reality to
space ("what is not"),and the conclusion that the universe
is a plenum, contradict our experience of motion and time.
It seems most unlikely that this reason on which Parmenides
relied is a relic of the "inspiration" of the shaman;
"inspiration" is a passive, reason an active process.

The second part of Parmenides* poem presents a
difficulty, We cannot be sure whose opinions are here being
set out ; but it seems unlikely that they are meant to be
an alternative view of the universe offered by Parmenides
to account for the evidence of the senses^ since Parmenides

2placed absolutely no reliance on sense-perception. It is 
more likely that "The Way of Opinion" contains the views held 
by other philosophers, ewspecially the Pythagoreans^ which 
Parmenides, who is said to have belonged at one time to the

1 See 28 A 24.
2 D 28 B 8.
3 As Burnet thinks, E.G.P. p. 184. Aristotle thought they

were Parmenides* own views, and it is unlikely that the
true explanation should have been lost by Aristotle’s 
time. However, if they were Parmenides* own views he
is guilty of considerable inconsistency; why should he 
have given any value to the "Way of Opinion", ?/hen he 
considered the "Way of Truth" to be the only way of 
discovering reality? Some of the views expressed here 
seem to resemble those of earlier philosophers, e.g. B 12, 
cf. Anaximander A 22; 15a, cf. Thales, above p. 26;
17, cf. Pythagoreans.
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Pythagorean sect^ has since found, to be unsatisfactory.

Parmenides, then , was not an empirical scientist,
but neither was he a shaman who accepted any divine revelation
as true without using his critical or reasoning pov/ers,
Parmenides applied the method of deductive reasoning used
in mathematics to physical science. This method has since
proved to be of considerable value, Parmenides* fault lay
in limiting reality to matter and denying the evidence of
the senses with regard to our experience of motion end time,

Parmenides* successors, Zeno and Melissus, developed
his system, but they too are shown to have completely

2disregarded the evidence of the senses.

1 D 28 A 1.
2 D 29, D 30*
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CHAPTER VI.
EMPED0CEE8 AMD ANA)AGORAS.

1) Enpeaocles.

Empedocles of Acragas wa,s another of the ore-Socratic

philosophers whom Gornford claimed to have been a,
successor of the shaman.” Certainly he believed that
he had had previous existences and was an exile from 

2bliss; he was s. poet who professed to be inspired by

the Muse"^ and thought that the final incarnation of a

man before his return to a life of bliss was as seer,

minstrel, physician and prince.^ But although he

resembled the shaman in these respects, he laid great
emphasis on the validity of the information gained by the
senses, which though limited in their powers must all

6be taken into account.

The purpose of Empedocles’ cosmology seems to have
been to provide to the monistic scheme of Parmenides an
alternative system which might, to a certain extent,

7take into account the evidence of the senses. It is 

possible, too, that it owes something to Anaximander

g P.S. p. 121.
^ D31B115, 117, 118, 119 
: D31B4.
^ D31B146.
B D31B2.
7 D31B3.
' Burnet, E.G.P. p. 227.
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(e.g. the four opposites, now identified with earth, fir,

fire and water, and possible the ideas of nixture and the 
\ 1jAvn) ), The four elements are now given mythological 

2liâmes but it seems tha.t this v/as his poetical way of 

expressing their immortality. The two elements called 

Love and Strife^ seem to be poetical personifications of

forces observed at work in nature,  ̂namely the attraction
of like for like (e.g. oil and water do not mix (i.e. they

are separated by Hate;, but particles of the same substance

cling together^) and of unlike for unlike (e.g. amber

attracts different materials to itself, as Thales is said

to have observed*^ (this would be the work of Love)). It

also seems that Empedocles' theory that all things were
7created by the juxtaposition of the elements had its

8basis in the observation of chemical mixtures ;̂  he 

explained this process by analogy with painting; colours
Qare mixed and all shapes portrayed by then. Love and 

Hate were supposed to operate in the.world alternately; 

the description of the world when Love is in the ascendant 

Was based on observation of the processes of making; cheese^^

1 see Tiy interpretation of Anaximander above, ch. III.
^ D31B6.
^ D31B16.

the good kind of mythouoeic thought, see above, ch. II. 
^ cf. D31B91.
2 D11A2 2 .

q D31.A34. 
y  B31B23.

D31B33.
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and b r e a d W h e n  Bate is being driven out of the world

by Love a circular notion is set up^ and, later, by this
rlie four elements are separated out into the four great
masses of the world-order, fire going to the outside,"^
then air,  ̂ leaving the oaith, from which the sea is drawn

5out by the sun. This idea may have originated from 
observing the potter’s wheel or a mixture being stirred.^
Empedocles believed that the heavens revolved and kept the 
world in place; he is said to have demonstrated how this 

could happen by whirling round a jar full of water; the
7v/ater did not fall out because of the motion. He knew 

the true explanation of solar eclipses^ and believed that ' 
salt is solidified by the action'of the sun, perhaps from 
observing salt left behind by evaporanted sea-water; he 

also thought that fish live on fresh water which exists 
in the sea; the proof of this, which may have originated 
with Empedocles, was to leave an empty vessel floating on 
the surface of the sea for a. certain length of time; when 
it was removed it would be found to contain a certain amount 
of fresh w a t e r It v/as not realized that this was caused 
by condensation of water in the atmosphere. Empedocles

^ D31B34. 
^ B31B35.

D31B51. 
^ B31B54.c B31BP4. 
g D31B55.
rj see Anaximander above, ch. II 
6 D31A67. 
q B31B42.

B31B56.
B31A66. ____ _________
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also put forward a theory of evolution v/hich included 

beliefs in the adaptation of species to their environment 
and the survival of the fittest.^

In Empedocles' work we also find a considerable 

interest in biology. It has been suggested that he was 

a practising physician; in any case he was certainly 

connected with the Italian medical school,  ̂ In his works 

we find a comparison between the macrocosm and the micro
cosm (e.g. the sea is the sweat of the earth;  ̂ living 

creatures are composed of the four elements ); this was

probably the result of his interest in both physics and 
medicine. He seems to have made a. fairly extensive study 
of botany; he believed that the soil in which the vine
grows has an effect on the quality of the wine made from 
its grapes^ and that the amount of water a tree can retain

7decides whether it is deciduous or evergreen. He knev; 

that trees have sexes*'' and that the fruit is connected with
Qthe reproduction of the tree. He seems also to have been 

interested in the process of reproduction in animals and

2 D31E51; 83; 97.
by Zafiropulo, Empedocle d'Agrigente, p. 149; cf. B112.

7 Galen, On the Therapeutic Method, I. ef. Anc. Medicine, I 
; D31B85.
/ B31B98.
2 B3-1A70.
A D31A77; 78. 
g B31A70.

B31B79.
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j Oand men, and in the function of the sense-organs. He

likened the ear to a bell in which the clapper is struck

by air moving inside" and connected the sense of smell

v/ith breathing.^ All the sense-organs were supposed to
receive effluences from objects which fitted into "paths"

5and caused sensation; unlike Alcmaeon, however, 

Empedocles did not realize the importance of the brain 

but thought that intelligence dwelt in the blood around 
the heart.^ By far'the most interesting of Empedocles* 

medical theories is his explanation of the process of 
respiration. He thought that respiration first began 
after birth by the flowing of air into the empty spaces 
in the body; this air was expelled by the innate heat 
Y/hich Y/as striving to get ou.t of the body; then air

7flowed back again to take the place of the air expelled. 
The process of respiration was continued in the following

way; bresthing took place through the pores as well as 

the nostrils; the blood was brought to the surface of
the body by tubes empty of blood, and drove out the air;

8when the blood flowed back again the air v/as drawn in.

I D31 B63-7Ù; 92.
1 D31B88; 89; 99; 101; 102. 
^ D31B99; AS6 §9; 93.

D31B102.
2 B31B89; a8 6 .
2 D31B105.
I D31A74.

D31A74; BIOO.
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This theory assumed that the blood is always circulating, 

which in itself was an important discovery; it probably 

owed something also to the observation of the arteries 
which are relatively empty of blood in death. Comford
complained that the theory that v/e breathe through the

!
pores would never have been put forward by anyone who had
sat in his bath and watched to see if bubbles entered.and

left his body. This is not a good argument since as far
as we know the Greeks v/ere not in the habit of sitting in
b a t h s Moreover Empedocles actually tried to prove his

theory by reference to the clepsydra, an instrument with
an opening at the top of a narrow neck and small holes

2perforated in the bottom. Empedocles pointed out that 
when the vessel is empty, if the hand is placed over the 
top of the neck and it. is immersed in water, the water 

will hot enter through the perforait ions because of the 
pressure of the air inside; when the hand is removed and 
the air allowed to escape, the water flows in; again, if 

it is filled with water and lifted out of the water with 
the hand over the opening at the top, the water will not

fall out because of the pressure of the outside air; when 

the hand is removed the water flows out. This experiment

 ̂ see The Companion to Greek Studies, p. 58 end Plato,
Re pub 1 i c Ï , 3 M D  ; the bather leaned over a wash-basin 
and an attendant poured water over him. 

see fî.- Last , Empedocles and his clepsydra, again, C.Q. 1924, 
p. 169.
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was intended to illustrate ünipedocles* respiration theoryj 
wnat it reeü-ly did was to show that air is a corporeal 
substance. Gornford remarked that Empedocles did not 
invent the clepsydra for his own purpose, but only drew an 
inference from a commonplace observation. But surely this 
does not detract from the importance of the discovery that 
air is a corporeal substance (it is equally as scientific 
as the discovery madd by James Watt of the power of steam 
from the observation of its lifting a kettle lid); and 
in any case the experiment was of such a kind that it could 
be repeated and the results observed more than once, so that 
it had universal value,

Empedocles, then, has some claim to be called 
"scientific" ; beside the irystical elements in his work 
and some theories which are not based on fact, we find a 
considerable amount of careful observation and some 
experiments. There is no reason to suppose that he resembled 
the shaman in not taking into account the phenomena of the 
sensible world.
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2) Anaxagoras.

Anaxagoras* theory that everything comes from "seeds**
which contain a portion of every kind of material and are

1 pinfinite in number and infinitely divisible seems to be
a conclusion deduced by logic from the ideas of Parmenides
and Empedocles, which Anaxagoras found to be incompatible
with the evidence of the senses; he discarded the excessive
monism of Parmenides which made no allowance for our
experience of motion and time and the over-simplicity of
Empedocles wh<B&h could not account for the manifold
phenomena of the world. Anaxagoras tried to account for the
multiplicity of things and their variety by his theory that
the "seeds" contained each of a different material,
which varied in size from "seed" to "seed". In this way he
explained the change of "black" water into white snow^ and of
food into flesh,blood, etc. In Anaxagoras* system we find, 
besides the "seeds", another element, Mind, which he seems to 
have introduced to explain the difference bet v/e en amimate and 
inanimate matter!

The rest of Anaxagoras’ cosmology seems to follow the 
general pattern of Ionien speculation; the four great masses 
are separated out from a primitive confusion by means of a

1 D 59 B 1.
2 D 59 A 44.
3 D 59 A 97.
4 D 59 B 12.
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rotatory motion. But Anaxagoras believed that the sun,
moon, stars and unseen bodies of the heavens were stones
flung from the earth^ This seems to have been the result of
his knowledge thatk meteoric stone had fallen in the 
Thracian Chersonese, The earth was supposed to be held in
position in the middle by the force of the eddy around it,
as large bodies settle in the middle of an eddy of liquid or
air^ Anaxagoras seems to have taken a particular interest
in air, perhaps because he knew of Empedocles* experiment
with the clepsydra. If Empedocles himself did not draw from
the experiment the inference that air is a corporeal substance,
it is possible that Anaxagoras did so; in any case, he is 
said to havo demonstrated the truth of this theory by pointing
out that inflated wineskins resist pressure when any one jumps
on them! He also observed that hot air rises,from watching

5motes in the sunlight rise as the air became hot.
Although there are not many instances of observation in

Anao:agoras* work it is clear that he did not entirely ignore
the evidence of the senses. He believed that although sense-
perception could not by itself lead to the truth it was not
entirely^ misleading but should be used along with memory,

7wisdom and skill.
1 D 59 A 42 §6,
2 E 59 A 10; D 59 A 11; 1) 59 A 12,
5 D 59 A 88,
4 E 59 A 68.
5 D 59 A 74,
6 D 59 B 21,
7 D 59 B 21b,
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CHAPTER VII 
THE ATOMISTS

The atomic theory of Leucippus and Democritus seems to 
have been the result of a critical consideration of the 
earlier attempts to explain the composition of the universe.
The theory was that everything v/as composed of gin infinite

1 2  3number of indivisible, imperceptibly small particles of
matter (atoms)f devoid of the secondary qualities^ but each

G 7having a different shape, moving in space which is infinite
in extent? The whole of previous philosophy, e,g, the theories
of Anaximenes and probably Anaximander, in which the existence
of particles seems to be implicit, the Pythagorean belief
in the monad which existed in space, the theory of the Eleatics
that the One is indivisible, Empedocles* realization that
the monistic system was incompatible with the evidence of
the senses, and Anaxagoras* formulation of the hypothesis
that everything comes from seeds**, shows the development
of thought which paved the way for the system of Leucippus
and Democritus, Although this theory was evolved chiefly
by the use of reason, we find a little evidence that

1 D 67 A 14; 68 A 1,
2 D 67 A 14,
3 D 68 A 37,
4 D 67 A 14; 68 A 58,
5 D 68 B 9; 67 A 6,
6 D 67 A 6.
7 D 67 A 7; 68 A 37, 68 A 57,
8 D 68 A 37.
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little, evidence that obcervrtion was used, at least, to 

support it. It scons that Leucippus probF:bly likened 

the atoms to letters of the alphabet which can be rearranged 

to forra innumerable wortls^ and to motes moving at random 

in a. raj of light; he probably realized that the motes 

are there all the time but can only be seen v.hen they are 

illuminated; it would then be an easy step to assume 

that the whole world is composed of similar particles, 

which, however, are always imperceptible. It also seems 

that the atomic theory owed a great deal to the study of 

geometry. Democritus is supposed to have written a book . 

on the Contact of the Circle and Sphere;^ in this connection 

he must have realized that although it is impossible to 

draw such a figure, the circle must touch the sphere at 

one point only and that point can have no magnitude; 

otherwise, the edge of the circle would follow the circum

ference of the sphere.

I. Therefore i) geometrical points have no magnitude,

ii) It is possible to choose any part of a geometrical

figure as a point.

Therefore geometrical figures are composed of points, 

which have no magnitude.

i DG7A6.
, D67A.28.
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iii) Physical objects are also conposca of points, for the 
sane reason as ii).

But iv ) physical objects have rnagnitucle.
Therefore y ) physical' objects ore composed of particles

v/hich have magnitude.
Democritus is said to have discovered that the

volume of a cone is one third of the volume of a cylinder,
having the same base and height.^ It seems that in order
to discover this he must havo experimented by cutting cones

2and cylinders into pieces. If a cone is out into two 
pieces by a plane parallel to its ba.se, the question 

arises whether the circles produced on the two parts by 
the cut are ®^ual or unequal. If they were equal, since 
this would hold for any such cut, the figure would be not 
a cone, but a cylinder, if they were unequal, the surface 

of the cone v/ould be covered with indentations. ̂
II. Therefore i) the sides of a cone are covered with 

indentations (created by the particles of which the cone 
is composed, see above I and the following figure).

c
c-. c : ;

C C <" t t ' ■ c r r c  section through cone.c C c c C  L C • é , c • '
C C .'vi' ( v(

. Cr„ Sarton, A History of Science, p. 277. 
j D68B155.
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Eut ii) the sides of a cone generally look sud feel 
smooth.

Therefore iii) the particles of which the cone is 

composed must be imperceptibly small.
From I and II it is clear that physical objects must 

be composed of imperceptibly small corporeal particles ; 
and because of the Eleatic proof of the indivisibility of 
the One, these must be indivisible (i.e. atoms).

The cosmology of the Atomists followed the outline 
of earlier cosmologies. The atoms were supposed to 

separate out from an eddy, like joining l i k e as 

examples of this principle observed operating in nature 
Democritus cited the gregariousness of birds, the sorting 
out of similar grains in a sieve and similar stones on a

QSOa-shore.' Democritus gave explanations of various
meteorological phenomena and knew that thunder and

•2lightning occur simultaneously; he may have realised this
\from observing, for example, that, watched from a distance, 

a battering-ram would be seen to hit the wall before the 
noise it made could be heard.

Democritus was also interested in biology and 
and medicine. He seems to have made considerable obser-

^ D68B167. 
 ̂ D68B164. 
^ D68A126a..
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vatioiis in the sphere of biology^ and he believed that
the power to attain health depended upon man * s control

2of the appetites ; he thought tha L inoomiio. was caused 
by inadequate nourisliment. - He compared tne human body
to the universe

It might seem at a first glance at the euistemo- 
logical fragments that the Atomists paid li'ttle attention 
to the senses. In fragment 9 Democritus says that 
none of the qualities v/e perceive with the senses exist

Gexcept by convention. But elsewhere he declares that 

there are, in fact, two kinds of knowledge, the legitimate 
(i.e. of the atoms and the void) and the bastard, (i.e. of 
the sensible things around us). .By the use of the 
metaphor of legitimate and bastard children it seems 
that he meant to imply that the two kinds of Imowledge 
exist, but that the legitimate take precedence over the 
other, since its objects are more truly existent. This 

is probably his solution to the problem of the often

8elf-contradictory evidence of the senses^ (e.g.*an oar
n

appears bent v/hen seen through 'water ). It seems, then,

y DS3B22-; 126; 154; etc. 
, D68B234. 
j B683209; 212.
J D68B34.
2 B68S11.
® D68A112.
' B67A33.
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that he thought the truth was hidden from the senses

Yet in Aristotle’s De Anima  ̂we find ri .--À- *-

.-I V y . r: \{.'r\vJ/Uevj'/and in JAetauhysi : To 4 % ,1
~ V ■>/ . '' c. r / * T  /( ■»'!V to 6g y \ :|Uf:̂ C"-v.'‘ A'. TiV . Hov/ever,

taken in conjunction with a passage in De Generations et

Corniptione , where Aristotle is contr*"sting the method

of the Eleatics who proceeded by reasoning alone with

that of the Atomists who began with sense-perceptions, 
found A'Ov c:i consistent with them and by these XuNov

explained sense-perception, it is clear that the two

passages above must mean that sense-perceptions have some

Value (of. D68.B11) and from the passage from De Gen. et

Corr. it appears that they have value when they are

Interpreted by the AC'^oS which goes beyond sense-

percent ion. This view is supported by Democritus* own

words: the intellect says "Colour exists by convention,

sweet b%r convention, bitter by convention", to which the

senses reply "Poor intellect, you got your evidence from

us and do you try to overthrow us? Our overthrov/ will

be your downfall." The Atomists were not like the

Eleatics, who completely disregarded the evidence of the

i D68b8; 9; 117. 
t D68A1Ü1. 
j D68A112.
: D67A7.
 ̂ D68BI2 5 .
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senses; their problem was that the atoms and void v/ere 
not simply creations of the mind but existed and could 

be seen in conglomeration; so the objects of cognition, 
of the /\6yes were, in fact, sensible A  In this way 

the Atomists realized, the importance of both intellect 
and sense-perception for the discovery of the truth. 
They can hardly be called "empirical" since they gave 
precedence to the intellect over the senses, But they 
did not denv to sense-percention a certain value.

^ on the whole subiect of Democritus* epistemology see
H. Weiss, Democritus' Theory of Cognition, C.Q. 1938.
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CilAfTER VIII.
THE ÜIŒEIl 1 EPICAL SCHOOLS.

We shall now try to see to what extent Cornford was
justified in calling the Greek doctors "scientific" by
examining the most note-worthy books of the Hippocratic

corpus. It will be convenient to assign each of the
works to one of the three medical schools mentioned by 

1Galen, the Italian, the Cnidian and the Coan, although

characteristics of more than one school can be found in a
number of vvorks of eclectic tendencies. As to the date of

2the Hippocratic books, according to L. Bourgey almost the 
whole of the corpus belongs approximately to the time 
between 440 and 350 B.C.; he allots each of the works to 
one of three periods, the early, the middle and. the late, 

within those dates, the period of the best works being 
between 430 and 440 or 390 B.C.
1) 'The Italian School.

Herodotus mentions a centre of medical activity in 

the south of Italy to v/hich belonged Bemocedes, who is 
said to have been a Pythagorean doctor of'considerable

p On the therapeutic method, 1, 6,(hühn) .
L. Bourgey, Observation et experience chez les médecins 

grecs de la collection hippocratique, p. 41 « Through
out this chapter I have followed Bourgey* s dating of 
the works. For his reasons for giving these dates 

. see OP. cit. ch. I.
Histories III, 31 «
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ability,^ anci at a much Irter date Galen speaks of the
O

Ita.lian school as connected v/ith Empedocles."^ The 

author of Ancient Medicine  ̂ criticizes those who, like 

Empedocles, insist that before the physician can treat 

his pot lent he must knov'/ v'hat are the constituents of man 

and that this knowledge can only be supplied by philosophy. 

Earlier in the work the author censures those who 

postulate one or two causes (the hot, the cold, the wet, 

the dry) for all diseases and claims that medicine has no 

need of empty postulates as have the insoluble mysteries 

of the heavens.^ In later chanters^ he shows how useless 

these theories are in medical practice. How it certa.inly 

seems that the author of Ancient Medicine is attacking a 

particular school of medical thought and his mention of 

Empedocles suggests that this was, in fact, the Italian 

school. The chief characteristic, then, of the Italian 

doctors seems to have been their insistence upon the 
importance of philosophical theory in medicine. The 

books of the Hippocratic corpus where this tendency is 

uppermost are Sevens, Winds, Regimen, Fleshes, Nutriment 

and The Heart, Sevens seems to fall naturally into two

i D19A1; 2c.
 ̂ op. cit. X, 5-/ AiE" 20.
" A.M. 1.
 ̂ A.M. 15, 16.



parts, part one from chapter I to chapter II and part 
two from chapter XII to the end. The first part annears 
to he very early, and Bourgen would place it at the 
■beginning of the fifth century B.C., outside the period 
assigned to the corpus as a whole.^ The second part 
was written much later and probably belongs, together 
with Nutriment and The Heart, to the late period of 
iiippocratic writings. Winds, Regimen and Fleshes 
probably belong to the middle period.
a) rhiloGOphical theories in the works of the Italian school

Part one of Sevens deals with the role clayed by the
number seven in the world as a whole (ch. 1} and in the

life of man (5; 10), Chapter VI contains an arbitrary
2comparison of the macrocosm with the microcosm. It 

seems unlikely that the theory of sevens was based on 
observation; it was probably the result of a superstitious 
belief in the value of the number seven (cf. the seven 

sages, etc.), perhaps encouraged by the number mysticism 
of the Pythagoreans,̂  It is found in other works probably
belonging to the Italian school: in the Seventh-Month
Embryo the number seven is said to control the development 
of illnesses^ and a similar theory is expanded in Fleshes^

op. cit. p. 3 8 '
t the earth is the flesh, the water is the blood, etc.
O see H. Miller, Philosophy and Medicine in Ancient Greece, 

G.J., 1 9 4 9, who says that philosophy and medicine are 
here united in a presentation of the significance of 

. the number seven. 
t ch. 1 9 .
^ 1 9 .
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it is possible that in these two oases the theory of 
sevens resulted from a consideration of recurring crises 
in certain diseases.^ In port two of Sevens the import
ance of COS’'ological soeculation for the study of medicine 
is ev'ohasized (12). The author maintains that the world 
is composed of two elements, the hot and the cold (15); 
illnesses are caused by the breaking of the equilibrium 
between the two elements (24) and fevers by the moving of 
the soul’s heat through the body (19).

The author of the Hinpocratio treatise called Winds

claims that air is the chief constituent of the body (l) , 
as it is of the world (3);  ̂ it is invisible to the sight 

but visible to the reason (3). This air within the body 
is the cause of diseases (4). He believed that the blood 
is the seat of the intelligence (14).

In Regimen again we find the idea that the physician 
must first acquire knowledge of the nature of man in 
general (I, 2). The author would obtain this knowledge 
not by the senses, but by reason (I, 4). According to

e.g. in pneumonia; see Bourgey op. cit. p. 134. Modern 
drugs have made crises in illness less noticeable than 

P they used to be.
The importance of hot and cold elements in the world and 

in living creatures was stressed by Anaximander 
(D12A10, 30) and later Philoiaus made heat the chief 
element in the body (D58A27); the idea of the harmony 
of opposites being necessary for health is found in 
the teaching of Alcmaeon (24B4). This theory of hot 
and cold elements is particularly criticized by the 

 ̂ author of A.M. (15; 16).
 ̂ cf. Anaximenes and Diogenes of Apollonia (D3B2; 61B4).
^ cf. Empedocles D31B1Ü5.
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it is possible that in these two oases the theory of 
sevens resulted from a consideration of recurring crises 

in certain d i s e a s e s . In part two of Sevens the import
ance of cos :iological soeculation for the study of medicine 
is emphasised (12). The author maintains that the world 
is composed of two elements, the hot and the eol.d (15); 
illnesses are caused by the breaking of the equilibrium 
between the two elements (24) and fevers by the moving of

pthe soul's heat through the body (19).
The author of the Hippocratic treatise called Winds 

claims that air is the chief constituent of the body (1),' 
as it is of the world (3);^ it is invisible to the sight 
but visible to the reason (3). This air within the body 
is the cause of diseases (4). He believed that the blood 
is the seat of the intelligence (14).

In Regimen again we find the idea that the physician 
must first acquire knowledge of the nature of man in 
general (I, 2). The author would obtain this knowledge 
not by the senses, but by reason (I, 4)• According to

1 e.g. in pneumonia; see Bourgey op. cit. p. 134. Modern 
drugs have made crises in illness less noticeable than 

P they used to be.
The importance of hot and cold elements in the world and 

in living creatures was stressed by Anaximander 
(D12A10, 30) and later Philolaus made heat the chief 
element in the body (D58A27); the idea of the harmony 
of opposites being necessary for health is found in 
the teaching of Alcmaeon (24B4). This theory of hot 
and cold elements is particularly criticized by the 
author of A.M. (15; 16).

cf. Anaximenes and Diogenes of Apollonia (D3B2 ; 61B4) .
^ cf. Empedocles D31B105.
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him the chief constituents of man are firo snd water (I, 3)}

the fire is hot and dry and the water cold and moist and

from these many things are separated off ( .y  ̂ )
o

(I, 4) ; nothing perishes and nothing comes into being 

which did not exist before, but things change by mingling 

and being separated (I, 4)^ and are always in a state of 

flux and exchange (I, 5)^ ■ He goes on to expound a theory 

of the dependence of health on a harmony of the elements 

of nutrition, like the harmony of notes in music (I, 8)^ 

and explains differences of sex and degrees of intelligence 

by the proportion of fire to water in the body (I, 27; 32; 

35). In Book II he claims that the universe is like the 

human body since both contain air (II, 38).^ Book IV 

deals with dreams and contains a theory that there is a 

relation between health and the heavenly bodies seen in

areams ( IV, 89)

The author of Fleshes claims that heat is the first 

principle, an immortal substance which has life and 
intelligence (2j. There was at first a rotating mass of

^ This seems to be an echo of the teaching of Thales (DllAl; 
3; 12; 13) or Hippon (D36E1), combined with that of 
Heracleitus, ('D22B30; 31; etc.)

Ï cf. Anaximander D12A10.
8 cf. Empedocles D31B8; 12 ; Anaxagoras D59B17.
 ̂ cf. Heracleitus, D22B90.
 ̂Heracleitus mentions' harmony (D22B51 ; 54) but the compari

son to music here suggests Pythagorean influence 
. (D58B6; 63B1; 2).
ry cf. Anaximenes D13B2.
' influence of Pythagoreanism? -see interest in heavenly 

bodies and mysticism.
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undiïferentiated matter, fron which the four elements 
cp.me to take their traditional places, with fire on the 

outside (2);^ living creatures are forraed of earth end 
nea.t with proportions of sticky, fat and v/et elements, etc. 
(3)1

Nutriment is a short work written in, an enigmatic 

style, like tha.t of Heracleitus. Its author stresses the 

importance of change and relativity.

In The Heart we find a belief in the innate heat which 
ivS identified with intelligence and resides in the left 

ventricle of the heart (6; 10).^ This intelligence is 

nourished by a pure and luminous substance, which comes 

from the blood (11).^ The breath in the lungs moderates 
the heat in the heart (9).^

b) Observation and experiment in the works of the Italian 
school.

Alongside of these speculations we find in all the 

works of the Italian doctors a considerable amount of 
accurate observation and a few ingenious experiments.

Part one of Sevens is v/holly concerned wdth speculations 

on the value of number seven without any reference to 

observed facts ; but the second part was obviously written 
by a practising physician. He knew the signs which portend

i of. Anaximander D12A9; 10; Anaxagoras D59B12; 15 
^ cf. Anaxco^<oras D59A42 pi2.

cf. Heracleitus D22B41 (intelligence = fire).
' cf. Empedocles, D31A86 §10.
 ̂ cf. Philolaus, D58A27.
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a cure or death (46) and the importance of sweats (24) and 

of the appearance of the eyes (42y, the tozigue (43), the 
urine, stools and nails (44) in determining the course of 
illnesses. Be also noticed the pulse (51) and emphasized 
the importance of the coction of the four humours (27).
For treatment he recommended purging and blood-letting (29), 
nostril remedies (38) and cataplasms (39) • Be seems to 

have been an eclectic writer^' who kept his medical theory 
apart from his practice.

The author of Winds insists that it is necessary to 
discover the cause of the disease before one can cure it 
(1 ). Air, he says, is usually the cause of diseases (4 ) 
but there are other causes, such as a flux of phlegm in 
ophthalmia and affections of the lung. He believes that 

epidemics are caused by air, since the seme air is inlialed 
by oil those who catch the disease; .animals do not always 
take it, since they are not affected by it in the same way 
as men (6). He thinks that gapes before fevers are caused 
by the heat in the body forcing the air out in the same 
way as the steam from boiling vmter lifts the lid of a 
cooking-pot ; and he compares sv/eats. to the drops of 
moisture on the outside of the pot. He also noted the

Prognostic, critical days and the coction of the humours 
are emphasized by the Coan doctors, while the remedies 
are those prescribed by the Cnidians, see below.
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puruu in the temples (8). Dropsy, he thougi.t, was oc.used 
by air as well as moisture, since the amoiuit of water 
coiisu-ued oy the patient • is not enough to cause the 
sv/elliug (J-cf j . These theories probably a.rose from vâ p.ie 
0bservritioris of eructations after eating in sporadic fevers

ana tne reappearance of the swelling in dropsy after it 
had been draine d .~

The author of Regimen seems to have been not a 
pra.ctisiiig physician but a health-expert,  ̂ perhaps a master 
of a wrestling-fcchool. He is more concerned with maintain

ing: health than with curing disease. In Book I he 

describes how exercises must be taken in proportion to the 
amount of food consumed, the age and constitution of the
person and.the season of the year (2). He knows the
importance of nourishment and good habits.for health (28;. 
Walks are recommended in the morning, after dinner and
after running (35). In Hook II the author gives reason

able exnlanations for the various qualities of the different 
winds; he knows that there is snow and ice at the South 

Pole and attributes the heat of the South wind to the fact 
that it passes over torrid zones (28). There follows a 

discussion on the effects of various preparations of

Plato, Republic, 406B-D, description of iierodicus of
i Bourgey, op. cit. p. 118

Dl o-i'f", ! in. A ü B R — D.
Selvmbria. who killed his fever patients by excessive
exercise'
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Oc-ilc.,.; on pdtlenuo ( 4u; , ti._ô cliiferont v/a,ys of 'props.ring; 

cyCoOii (4-i-; and wheat (42), on the effect of various mo at s 

(4 6), vegetables and herbs (5 4), of oiling (5 8 ) and 

exerc-Lses« Booh III gives an accoii.it of a H o t  to be 

forlowed and exercises to be taken in winter (68) and

insii3Go i/iiab prevention of dis ease is Ijyt'Gor than cure and

and that signs of illness spproaching.should be heeded in

order to prevent it (72). Regimen IV deals with drea.ris;

the author realises that dr e a ms are sojietimes caused by 

disturbances of the body (88) and by anxiety (8 9 ); in the 

latter case the cure is to take a rest and occupy the mind 

with pleasurable pursuits. Throughout this work philoso

phical theories and sensible recormendations for health are 

juxtaposed. Apart from a few passages in Reainen I , there 

is no attempt to relate philosophical theory to observation 

and practice.

In Fleshes we find some very accurate observations.

The author has experimented with various tissues of the 

body, testing their reaction to boiling; by this means he 

discovered that the spinal cord is not the same as the 

marrow in the bones, as was popularly supposed, but comes 

from the brain and is not marrow at all (4 ). He dissected
' ; ,.r '

the body and discoverèd'thé pericardium and the venae cavae. 

He thought that the skin is formed by the action of cold 

air on the blood (9), probably from observing that bleeding
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ib stau/iche d and a me mb r an e fori.is when cold is ap;.'lied to 

a wound. he discovered the syncvLai fluid (10) and the 

tunics and humours of the eye and iLo crystF.lline lens 

(17 y o He had noted that a man who has had a. wound i.i the 

larynx loses his voice until the wound has healed and from 

this he concluded that the voice is produced by the passage 

of air through the larynx (I8 ). Most of his observations 

a.-re very accurate but he is led to the wrong conclusion 

sometimes by his desire to prove that living c_eatures are 

formed from the hot and cold elements s o m e t i m e s  by
pinsuificiently careful observa tion."

In Nutriment we find that the author has noted 
various symptoms of diseases (26). He gives a description 
of veins arising from the liver and arteries from the 
heart, a. system which lasted till Harvey's time (31) and 

he noted the differences in the pulse according to age,
ClisC'a.se and health (4 8 ).

The author of The Heart has considerable knowledge 
of anatomy. He has seen the pericardium and has noted 
the liquid contained in it; to exnlain the presence of 
this liouid he resorted to a theory, common among the 
Cnidian .doctors, that when we drink a portion of the 
liouid passes the epiglottis and enters the lung. He

T e.g. the theory of skin being formed by the action of 
cold air on (hot) blooci,

2 e.g. the theory that tlie brain resounds during audition
) •
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tliougiifc that it wn.s sone of this liquid which was found in 
the perioardiuu. To show that crink ursses into the

lung he p e n  on,led an experiment ; he gave a oig soiae 
water to drink which contained s. dye : then he cut its
ohrop.t and discovered that the trachea was stained by the 
dye (2). He probably mistook the oesophagus for the 
trachea. He describes the heart as o, strong; muscle (4), 

cusiiioned on the lungs (5) . He has seen the two ventricles 
and desGxibes them accurately; they are knotty inside,
the left more so than tlie right (6) , he concJ.udes that
the ivason for this is that the left ventricle is the 
receptacle of the innate heat (6). To prove this he 

conducted another experiment;; he out an animal's throat,

then opened its left ventricle and found it empty of 
ulood, but containing a yellow fluid, like bile,̂  which 
he concluded was the substance which nourishes the 
intelligence (11). ' lié also discovered the main arteries
and the auricles; the latter, however, he bhought were 
the instruments by which air was drawn into the lieart,
(he likens them to a paii- of bellows (Ô)/. he thought 
that this was shown by the fact that the auricles have a
separate beat from the heart as a v/nole (6). It seems
that iie must have practisea vivisection to discover this

 ̂ now known as the "chicken-iat ciou'.
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i.ast, facto" He had discovered the valves of the heart and 

gives a.n accurate description of them. By ta king the 

heart from a dead man and support!rip v/rter on the sigmoid 

V a.lVOS to test the system of closure, he di.'’.covered that 

the valve in the loft ventricle is the stronger and v/ill 

not let any water through it (10), But he thought that 

this su sported his theory that the. innate heat is in the 

left ventricle. This is the most romarka.hle anatomical 

treatise in the corpus a.nd contains .the seeds of scientific 

observation a.nd erne riment ; hut often the truth is obscured 

by the aut/ior* s desire to prove some unverifiable hypothesis.

The Italian school, then, was stron.oly influenced by 
philosophical thought and yet many of its ^lemhers practised 
accurate observation.and carried out careful experiments ; 
but because they began with nliilosonhical theories, based 
on insufficient observation, they often, though not alv/ays, 

arrived at the wrong conclusions.
2) The Cnidian School.

The author of Regimen in Acute Diseases (ch. I) begins 

his treatise with an attack on the writers of Cnidiaji 
Sentences; he complains that although they have correctly 
described the experiences of patients and the outcome of 
certain diseases they have omitted to find out anything 
apart from, what the patient tells them; the remedies they

1 . . Bourgey, op. ciu.
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prescribe are few, consisting mostly of purges and

prescriptions of milk ond whey (2); and nlthough later 

revisers of the work have shown more insiylit in their 

discussion, of the remedies to he employed, none of them 

nas paid enough attention to regimen* moreover, they are 

at fault in die,giio,sing diseases as different whenever there 

is a difference in symptoms (3)« The books of the corpus 

where these tendencies arc most consnieuous are Internal

Diseases and Maladies II, of the early period^ and t].ie
2 1gynaecological works which were written at a. later date.

Internal Diseases in a long v/ork vkich contains 

evidence of careful observation on the osrt of its author 

who was almost certainly a, practising physician. The 

symptoms of dioeasesare described in grauhic terms; in ei 

certain lung disease^ the patient dilates his nostrils, 

like a galloping horse, and hangs out his tongiie, like a 

panting dog (7). A distinction is made between three 

'rinds of consumption; in the first kind the throat is 

full of a substance like down and the breath whistles 

through it, as through a reed pipe (10); in the second 

kind the patient feels as though there were a stone in his

1i Bourgey, op. cit. p. 37.
witn the exception of the Seventh-tlonth bmbryo and the 

Eighth-Month Embryo which more probably belong; to the 
Italian school,* see above.

Bourgey, op. cit. p. 39.
Modern doctors have been unable to identify this disease 

with any certainty.
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cîiesb (llj, We find similar striking descriptions in 
Jir'ladies II; the sputum in consuiiption is ha::d, like a 

hailstone (49); a tumour feels ] ike a etovie suspended 

irom the affected side (6u); in a ca.se of /l.eurisy a noise 
like the creaking of leather can be hean-c. inside the chest 
(59)* The author has also observed changes in the apoear- 
anco of the cputun, urine, etc. and thoir importance in 
foretelling the course of the disease (46; 47); and he 

has noticed the swelling of the feet, the retreat of the 
nails fron the fingers and toes and swell ings below the 

eyes in a lung disease (47) and the falling of the hair in 
0 0 n simp 11 0 n (48).

In both works we find the tendency to riiakc too many 

distinctions between diseases. The a.uthor of Internal 

1) i sea ses d :I. f f e i" e nt i a t e s f ou r k i n d s of j a.u nd ice ( 35-3 8 ) , 

three kinds of henatitis (27-29), four diseases of the 
kidneys (14-17), etc. In Maladies II there are severa.l 
kinds of jaundice (38; 39;), four kinds of consumption 
(48; 49; 50; 53), three kinds of pleurisy (44; 45) etc.

In Internal Diseases we find the typically Cnidian^

There aie other vivid descriptions of symptoms, e.g. of 
kidney disease (14, 17) and a nervous disorder (47). 

for further examples of over-classification, sec Bourgey, 
0Ü, cit. p. 151. We Liay note tnat in Affections, 
which is probably a Cnidian work, there are real 
distinctions between dyscntry, lientery, diarrhoea 
and tenesmus (23-26). ^  ̂  ̂ ■

' according to Galen, rreoL Zr Lvr̂ i/, 5 -mreoir «-o > » I»
128-9 (mhn). ' ^
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belief that when we drink a portion of the liquid panses 
into the lung (23). The author had observed in the lungs 
of animaJ..n tumours containing fluid and he thought that 
"hydropsy of the lung" was caused by the bursting of the 

tumours ; the fluid that they contained he thought to be 
thst which enters the lung when liquid is drunk.^

The authors of both wor'cs thought that diseases were 
caused by bile and phlegm.  ̂ This was probsbly a false 
conclusion dravm from observation of fluxes of these 
secretions in the diseases common in ancient Greece, namely 
mal.aria and consumption c ̂  The a.uthor of Internal Diseases 
distinguishes several, different kinds of bile a.nd phlegm 
v/hich appear in different diseases. For treatment are 
recommended prescriptions of.milk,  ̂ wheyg eyeeon (a

7mixture of barl.ey-meal, "grated cheese and wine) and

hellebore; blood-letting,^ ca.uterization,vapour baths,
12nasal remedies (the "purges of the head") and cold

1
9 On the Heart, 2.

1 *D*~ 4;"p; 14; 16; etc., Mai. II 1; 3; 5; Ih; 19; 40.
-, cf . Aff. 1, Kaem. 1.

see V. 11. S. Jonesr Malaria; a neglected factor in the 
history of Greece and Rome; and Hippocrates, Loeb 
edition, vol. I, p. xlviii.

 ̂ salty phlegm, white phlegm, corrupt phlegm, yellow bile 
r- and black bile (2o; 2 1 ; 49 etc.)
g IjD., 3.

iijic.1.5 1 3 , Mai » II, Iz.
k I ^ .  4 .
% kal. II, 16.

-, f I .D., 4*
ibTd, 6 ; Mai. II, 12; 34; bu; cf. Hae ,, 2; Vision, 4 .

1 2 • II ̂
1 cTd.
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c 0 mp re s ses. lu I nt e riial Di se as e s w e f i n û t h e f ano ii 3

"cure" oy iniusion into tlie lung (6);"̂  a mixture of 

honey, milk, vinegar and water is "'trodu.ced into the 

trachea. I)y means of a. pipe in order to provoke coughing.

This Rud similar brutal "cures" must have heeii extremely 
distressing for the patient and more hamiul than beneficial 
The Cniclions also an pear to have been very bold in using 
surgery; in Internal Diseases it is rocommended in oases 
of chronic pneumonia (3;1 stone in the kidney {14), phthisis 

of the kidney (15) and p. dl sea se of the lung where 
trepanation of the ribs is advised (23)> In Maladies II 

surgery is recommended for the removal of a nolynus (33), 
for empyema (47) and "hydropsy of the lung" (61). One 

very impoi'tant discovery made by tlie Cnidian doctors was 
the practice of succussion and auscultation to discover 
the presence of fluid in the chest ca.vity.̂  The author 

of I lit e rnal D i s e a s e s recommends this practice before 
surgery to discover where the incision should be made (23).

In these two works we find a considerable amount 
of accurate observation, a remarkable knowledge of 
anatomy, enabling the authors to perform successful 
surgical operations and at least one excellent discovery, 
the practice of auscultation. There is also a notable

g Mai. II, 27.
ex. flace3 in Man, lb

^ I.D., 23; Mai. Tl, 47; 59; 61
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a j 01 philono'oliico.l t h e o r l o o . But tbci-e is no 

:':6_?.erali2atioii and very for conclnsions one drAmi fron the 
observations they

In the gynaecological ticatisos there ace Tiiany of the 

Ox'-iuian tendencies hut also improv6,;.!ents on earlier worhs. 

Vo flnô proofs that drink does not pass into the lungs 
tnere is more systematization (e.g. instead of . distinguisii- 

ing hetv/oeii various kinds of hile and phlegm, the author 
of Maladies IV (32) differentiates the four humours', hile, 

b l o o d , phlegm and water) and more attention is paid to 
details of individual cases (e.g. the p a t i e n t ’s age, the 

place where she livss, etc., Maladies of Vomen, II, 111). 

Many of .the remedies employed are b i z a r r e , as in the early 

works, but we find so:ne very interesting analo: ies between 
botanical and human life and a considerable numbe?" of 
simple cxi^eriments. It seems likely that these improve- 
ments resulted, from, the contact with the Italian school, 

v/hich, according to Diogenes Daertius, took place in the
p

fourth century B.C. We may find likenesses between 

these gynaecological works and the writings of Emi^edocles.^

1 Mai. IV, 54-i live8 ol tlie Vliilosopliem .  VIII, 8G; 89.
cbmnarTson between botanical life and human life ;

mipeuocles D31B82; A7U; interest in reproduction, B63 
A8Ï; A82 end experiments, B1O0. We do not find any 
of Empedocles' philosophical theories in these 
hioDOcratic writings.
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IxiG experiments described id. those books ore very 
in were3ting. In Maladies IV (39) the author supposes that 

une stomFon is a sort of reservoir for the four humours: 
vdieii the stoma oh is full, the four orgriis corrcsponainy to 

the four humours, (i.e. the liver, the h e a r t t h e  '^.ungs 

and the bladder), as well as the body general]y , draw from 

the food in the stomach. The organs then distribute their 

particular humours to the body; but when the stomach is 
empty, the humours flow back into it. He thought that he 
had proved this by the following experiment; he placed 

three potp on a level surface and joined them by pipes 

fixed into holes in their sides; when he filled one with 

water he found, that it seeped into the others and vfhen one

was emptied the water left the others in the same way.
Latoi' in the same work (51) the author describes an experi
ment to prove that after a. blow the blood is gathered 
togethei' in we. spot in such quantity that it cannot 
escape; he filled a rmrrow-nocked j6:r quite full and 
discovered that when it was inverted the fluid would not 
run out easily unless the jar was tipped to one sido.^
The author of The Nature of the Child describes an expori- 

ment mecnt to prove that the limbs, orga^is, etc. of the 
human embryo are formed by the action of air which is in 
the seed: a bladder is attached to the end of a pipe;

" cf. Mal. IV., 57
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soil, sand and lead filings are nut into it : water is

noured in and finally it is inflated by noans of the pipe. 

At first all the su stances are miTco together in the 

water, but, if the bladder is aliened to dry and. is then 
Opened, it will be found that partiel os of each of the 

three substances have g.'" the red together; ̂  in the sane way 

the different substances of tlie human body are supposed to 

be differentiated by the action of air.
Al.though these experiments show an interest in 

concrete things and a desire to confirm a theor^r, they 

were not very successful because the analogies made were 
not accurate; the conditions in both e-^-ses were not 

comparable to each other. Other analogies in these works 

are more accurate a.nd useful in .living insight into the 

mysteri.es of reproduction and. growth. In The hature of 

the Child (22) a connection is established between the 

health of the mother and the heal th of the chil d by 

comparison with the condition of the soil and the plants 
which grow in it. In the same work (29) an excellent 
comparison is made between the human embryo and a bird's 

egg; twenty eggs are given to two .hens to hatch and each 
day from the second day until the hatching one is broken 

and the development of the embryo is watched.
In the 0nidian works, then, there is some evidence of

^ cf. Empedocles D31B22, attraction of like to like.



r nclentilic method; careful chservr-tion and ex ne rime at s 

which, since they cn.n oe roncpted, r.re oi: univers ml value. 

Although, in the earl" works osofoin‘g;, thrre lu little 

rtbe ')t to reach any cojicl union ir-o-n thee:; 'Hieorvrtione, 

this is nerhaoe urefcrrble to the Itn-'ian habit of roceitirig 

the theories of nhilooo ,hy. The Cnldlsr doctors did .some 

vriuuhle work, but their methods wore lucllr.cc to be 

hcohr.zpra cuid, nver-exmirical. It i@ not until we 

examine the works of the Cor-n school, thrt we find the 

conblnr: t lap of emniricirii- with % eu non which cui lead to 

yoluo'blo r.dvauces .ir soientific -j'cwlcdrc,

3 ) The Oor-n Hehon.1 .

Me have mecr that tlie a.iitho.rs of Arc lent Me di c i iic and 
Hopiuen in Acute Dioearce criticized the doctors of the 
Italxrm and C nidi, an snhoolr respectively, The r,i to motive  
"'ro CO du re recornnendod by these writei'o ir not clie.rectcxâatic 
nf eitiierr the I tel ion or t.he Cnidian schools end indicates 

the cxistonce of another scot, the Coen school, mentioned 
by Galen/'' to which Hippocrates himself is supposed to 
have belonged. The practlces of this school find a 
supporter in the author of a short treatise, On the Art, 
which is an anologia for the art of medlcino. from,these 
three books we may deduce what wei-e the oututending 
oharsctox'istlcs of the Coan Kohool.

On the therapeutic m.e t.hod, X, o (\tthn).
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the oha.racteristics of the Goan d c o t o r s .

The authors of these works all placed, grca.t emphasis 
on the part played In the acquisittru of knowledge by
reasoning from experience and ohservatioi.u discoveries 

TH.acie by earlier physicians by no ans of trial and error and 
observation .must be contemplated and new discoveries .made

by comparing past with present cases, .mailing further

observations and reasoning accurately from the data thus
o b t a i n e d ,^ The author of On the Art seems to have approved

of a certain kind of experimeritotion; in cases of internal

disease when the symptoms are not pronounced it is possible

to force nature to give up her secrets by artificial means,

for example, by administering purges and emotics or forcing
the patient to run uphill end observing the consequent 

2rea.ction. The author of Ancient Medicine strongly 

disapproved of philosophical theories vdiich were based on 
insufficient observation;^ but, unlike the Cnidians, the 
Coan doctors believed that it was necessary to go beyond 
the evidence of the senses, and, in spite of paying 
attention to detail, to gain an Inclusive picture of the

^ A.M. 2; 12; 14; &.A.D. 4, On the Art, 7; 10. On the last
ooint, the necessity for accure.te reasoning see A.M. 23., 
where it is noted that it is important to realise that 

' -,Qüt hoc is not necessarily propter hoc.
^ On tire Art, 13 •

Âllir 2 J r  'contrast Italian school.
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nature and ciroiimotaiices of disease.^
file result of reasoning from o'beem’etion and 

t'X )trxj.t,rj,Q9 uno that the 0oan. doctors e.dooter. a, Ttiodificd 

version of Ale me. eon's theory of onnositos. Whereas 
.Alcmaeon believed that an unlimited miriber of opposite

p 0
quR.I.i ties existed in the body, the Cohns identified ■ '.

these qualities with the actual humours in which they were 
siariiiGsted.  ̂ Like .Al era e o n . the C o ans thought thm’t 

disease was due to a disturha.r.ce of the bale ice of the
5humours ; health could he recovered by restoring the 

balance. This some times happened natural.'* y by the 
process called coction, i.e. a mixing of the humours v/itii 

each other, shown by a change in the consistency of the 
humour;° b u t , if nature failed to secure an adequate
ccction, it was necessary to attempt to remove the excess

7 8humour, e.g. by purging or venesection. The duty of

A/i. 14; R .A.D, 4: 5; 10-20;. On .the A r t , 7. But note
'"’a ..1 . v/here it is statcc that generalizations are

^ often too sweeping.
j i ' O b a b l y  not f u l l y  abstracted from hatter; but the fact 

that he calls the opposites by thg^r distinguishing 
quality and ziot by other names (e.g. bile;, as the 
Goans did, shows that he was progressing towa.rds an 
understanding of quality existing apart iron matter.

D24A3.
5 IT.

12434; A.M. 14; there are also externa], causes of 
^ disensê"T e.g. weather.

A.M. 1 8 ; .in the case of a cold in the head the patient
~“i 3 on the way to recovery when the discharge from, the
nose loecomes thicker; 19, the same process can bo 
seen !.. ophthalmia, pneumonia, etc.

6 K.A.D. 13; 19; 24. 
R.A.D. 22.



tx.e docxor involved Lhe of the outco :e of the

disease and of the times of
-T
j ».vi0Ti 1 V v’ae -iVe0c:'ôii-i*v

!. jr 2iim t; do '11 in 11,^ f '--r t ) cootie.., e.g. by

c' o  . c . e . L a . L  i i i e  Ü , l o .  leoitation.-,  ~ o r  t l . s  c  c c  .  f h i e  ymctice 

of foroc.osting was called i / ô y v ^ i o s .

These, then, were tlio c.i'racteri;'tic r of tin do on 

school. The works in which they arc iiookl;y to oe loond 

"re Aphorisms I-V, Airs haxers Places, frognretic,

Epidemics I and I I I , Joints, Practuir s. id Mr turc of '.on 

of tbe middle period of Hipp'orrtic writings rnd lu: ours,

On Wounds in the Head , In the durgery and frorrhetic II
5

of the late pefiod.

The importance of reaso n .

In many of these works we find the insistence up*on 

reasoning from ex])erience and observation. The author of 

A i rs "A?ters P i aces (l m.ud ?,; advises the doctor to learn 

about the peculiarities of each district he visits a.nd to 

reflect upon this knovjiedge in order that ho may know what 

illnesses to expect when he arrives there. In Buidc'm e s  

(18) v;e find emphasis laid on the importruioe of 

studying,the writings of experienced physicians in order 

that errors r:iay be avoided; and the author of Joints (IJ)

A.M. 19:TJM. 4; 15; ' R.A.D. lu-2u etc. gruel, oxymel ana hpdrorriel 
were given. 

k .A.l. 21; 23. 
a R. ». - ' B . 65 s 58. ^Boüi'gey, op. cit. pp. 3o-3b.
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âcclozGs that practical experience is necescary as well 

t.icorc uical knowlecige. In the work On 0 ou.ads in tlie 

hoed. (10; the doctor is reccAr'ejidod to esk the patient how 

the wound was acquired æid Ul.eii to decide the extent of 

the injury by "reasoning and examination" . L^.Uor in rhe 

-i'le work (l8) the surgeon is advised to "devote his 

inteJligcnce to trying to distizignisn a thing which cannot 

be known by inspection.''' v\ sinil- r method of procedure 

is set out by the author of In the suz'gei-y (i; ; every one 

of the senses m s t  be used and the data, they provide must 

bo united by intelligence (\rhw/U vj }. The author of 

Frorrhetic II (4) gives a similar niece of advice.

£:: peri ment a t i o n
We saw that the author of On the Art (13) was not 

averse from a certain amount of experimentrtion in 
connection with prognosis. It is possible that experi
ments of this kind were nerf o n e  d by the Co an doctors, but 
the author of Enidemies VI (5; iB) which contains some
Coan characteristics criticizes those who exyerinent on

2patients. In none of the Coan works do we find any 

experiments connected with anatomy and physiology, involving

y trans. by E. 'Aithingtor,, Ilippocratos, Loeb edition, vol. Ill 
with the' exception of A.M. where (§22) the author states 

that the organs of the body v/hich attract moisture 
taper from broad to narrow because, if one opens one^s 
mouth wide, it is impossible to draw up liquid, but tf 
one compresses the lips and places a tube between .,thcm, 
it is possible to do so. He remarks also that cupping 
instruments taper from broad to narrow.
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moist constitution and in Aphoriomo F (o3) the theory

the use of apparatus, like those conducted uy the Italian 
and Unidian doctors.^ 

liiilosophical theories.

It has been noted that the author oi Ancient He d i d  ne 

disapproved of the theories oi the philoso onerr. A 

sii'dlar sentiment is expressed ly the author of fractures 

(!/', There are significantly few phi].osophical hypotheses 

in the Goan vvorrs. ' But in Aphorisms I (14) we find mention
p

of innate heat," in Aphorisms III (11 ; a desoriI'tion of the
• 3 : .ion ana ir

that health and disease are due to the action of air.

The Aphorisms, however, are collections of brief sayings 

and it is possible that later revisers inserted philoso

phical ideas expressed in. a. terse style. In Airs Water~s 

Pi,a.ces (8) we find a strange experiment to show that 

freezing dries up and causes to diseppear the lightest and 

brightest parts of the water. The other works of the 

Coan school are al.inost entirely free from philosophical 

speculations.

The humoi^ral theory.

In suite of their censure of philosophy, it is clear

i see above.
cf. Philolaus- D58A27 and the Italian work, The Heart,

6; 9; 10.
-i cf. Regimen I and Hippon DjbBl.

cf. Winds, 4 and Dio vena s of Anollonia, D61 ?4 
 ̂ cf. Anaxagoras D5jbl2; 15; la; on the likenesses between 

Anaxagoras* work and A ^ . see Vlastos, Review of P.S. 
Gnomon, 1955- for a ’description of the experiment, see 

above oh. III.
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that the OoRn doctors nay be accused of the very fault 

v.vicii they criticised, namely the formule tion of hyp'' theses 
based on insufficient obsem^ation. The lii'on.ral theory 
1 0  Oi. Tins Kind. It v:r.s obvious"^ y breed on the observait ion

5 eno. inof bilious ett'cls, lacmorrhsge, discherres
] ' 

illnesses,' but the Corn doctors went too for in suncosing
thnt these humours were ccturl.ly the c-use of disocsc; 
however, they were prepared to admit sccondrrp causes, such

pas the season of the ye^r, the pla.ce of residence, etc.

The Co ans believed that disease was caused by disturbance 
of the balance between the h u m o u r s not, as the Cnidians

thou ■ht, by their moverent through the body.̂  The Cnidians
5liu1 ted the number of humours to fou.r, but the Goans appear

6to have admitted an unlimited number. Again, the Cnidian 
hiuuoural theory seems to have had little effect on practice ; 
but, in the case of the Goans, it led to a belief in the 
occurrence of coction. The Goan doctors su:)posed this 

theory to be suunorted by their obsei-vabions of the alter- 

ations in the condition of excretions, discharges, etc., as
7

they watched the progress of the disease. From observing

^ see A.Ti. 14; l8.
; l.'hj:., frog. 25, hj). Ill, etc. 

hum. "5, Nat, of Man, 3.
haï, IV, 33; 51. it seeiis that the Gniaimi belief was 

the one held more generally in later times; note: the
terns catarrii, rheujiatisi, etc. imply movement.

Mai. IV, 32.
A.h. 14; 17«

* A.M. 18.
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bixü appearance of tunouro, ovællings at the joints and the 

occurreiice oi diarrhoea, haenorrhap e etc. they cane to the 

c-■îicliision that these v.eie the ' ■ e a :.., hy V'hioh nature tried 

1̂0 get rid. of the excess huiiiours, if coction were not 

complete . This process was called ah sc es si on c"*t roi s ) «̂

If noither cdotion nor abscession auoccode'd in- reribving '

c.ne excess hrs nur there wa.s ofteji a rola.pse ( )
and sooietÎTies a chspige In the tyre or location of the

r)
disease ( uc-pdèTnc'j s ) -̂  It Vv̂-'S the oh.;slci'nls duty 

to encourage coction in every wav, h"- s ocial rc.vimen,'^' < 1. > V._' /
j'lot and cold fomentations, ̂  "a.nointiu,a;s, ointments, plasters, 

salves, powders, dressings, applicatione. "'' If this 

treat" ent wa.s not successful, it was necessary to remove
fy nthe excess humour-by purging" or blood-letting.' The 

other important part of the physician's v/orh was tlie fore

telling of the critical days of the disease in order that 

On those da3'"8 the patient might be treated in such a v/ay 

that the crisis effected its purpose of restoring the 

bala-nce of the humours. It is obvious that the doctors 

had observed the crises which occur in many febrile 

illnesses o.nd which are most noticeable in malaria; this

£ p .  I, 8 .
" 2u. I, 6; III, 12; hat, of Mail, 4. 
9 Aph. I, 16; ProrrheMc_II, 4-
5 Al" ^ 'f hum. 5• 

AZI. 1, 21; IV, 1-12; hum. 5-
 ̂ E p .  I I I .  8 .
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Lioease v/as very oo-mon in pncient Greece mil i.irob-bl̂ r

F... do crises more, pronounced in other illnesses." This 

P .1 <1 c t i u Q ox propx'iosis seems to hev- o- cm? ted mo st of the 

doo b"0i ’ s time , In orner to forceo," t vh,on the critic" 1 

da.ys would occur it was neccssrry to hecr o record of the 

progress oi the disease. We nosscss some of these cose-

histories in hpiciemics 1 and III; it soc:rs that day-to- 

day observations were raaa.e a.nd z-ocorder. The author of 

hpidemics I , (23) gives a list of the conditions to ue 

ta.ken into account vdicji making progi'.oacs; they are "the 

coidmon nature of all a.iid the particular n.atui'C of the 

individual, the disease, the patient, t-xc regimen prescribed

anid the prescriber.......... the co,;.stitution . . . .  of

the weather and of each region; the custom, mode of life, 

pra.ctices and age of each patient: talk, manner, silence,

thoicghts, sleep or insjoxonia, the nature and time of dreams, 

pluckings, scratching 2 , tears ; e.xacerb.otions, stools, urine, 

vomit] . . . .  the abscessions to a fltal issue or a 

crisis, sweat, rigor, chill, coi.igh, sneezes, hiccoughs,

breathing, belching, flatulence, harmorrhages and liaemorr- 

olds. In connection with prognosis the Goan doctors

Dnrde some importæit observations, the two most remarkoble

see W, h. b. Jones, dal aria, a  neglected factor in the 
history of Greece and Rome.' 

tiT'i'i.s. by JoiiGS, xj.i p poo x'cxt c s, Loec e di u j. on. cf. hum * ‘■i 
^ h .  I, 12; IV, 34; 35; 69; V, 1-12; Prog. ; _Ep. I 
smd III.
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being of the pheiionenon now knovm as "Cheyne-Stokes
l;i.Gr'.hiijig''1 v/xeii the prtient takes deep brestns at short 

j-.-ter/rls" and of whs.t is ce'^ded the "Hippocratic counten

ance"; the appearance of the patient shortly before death. 

3k:pGrienoe chid observatior. unconnected v/ith Inmoura.l t h e o r y .

In the other works'listed as typicel" y Co an, ria.n.ely 

doil-to , Fpeactlires, On Wounds in the head and In.. the Surgery 

ifiere is no evidence of any theory underlying ■ the practices 

reconiiended, hut a, renarkahle amount of experience and 

observation, combined with considerable ingenuity. In 

Joints and its anoendiz, Instrunonts of Reduction, there 

are accurate descriptions of most of the joints,in the 

body and of methods of reducing disloo; tions, man]/" of them 

involving the use of ingenious i n s t r u m e n t s I n  many oases
A

the trcat-'-̂ ent recommended is still used in modern times.^
Tlie author of Joints (68) also noticed the danger from 
shock. In Fractures (4 ff.) we find detailed instructions 
on the methods of applying bandages to the best effect, 
which knowledge was clearly the result of long experience.

^ Fiŷ  I, case 1; So. Ill, case 15.
Prog», 2, cl. Shake spy are, henry V), Act 11,^ sc. iii, 13—17, 

description of dying Fals%ff "For after I saw him 
fuiiible vvitii the sneets and p 1 a,j v«i on xlovvers and s.-.-iile 
mion his fingers' ends, I knew there was but one way: 
fur hie nose was as sharp as a pen and 'a babbled of

-, green fields." _ _
—’ 0 ̂ q.̂ the hrppocrFric bcncii foi.' I'cduei:^g <=■•' o.io.i-oc<--ticn of
, "''the hiu, Joints, 72-3. . . .' e.g. t- /.uthoT'o'f curing a club-loot is in many respects 

the same as the methods used at the present time, even 
to the wearing of a special kind of shoe (Joints, 62).
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in the v.'ork; On Moui.ds in the Heud __________ .Î ujie s I, rue tu re of tlie
.ulj_ is uceuTPtoly doscrlbecl (1) and iietbodc- of troetin.g 

\,ou.iiiLk Hi'c y .Lven vjith iustructlouG on tlio yro'ier use of 

inoisj.OjL unci tj-ephining (9 ff.). The author cf this vrorh 

mcule the valuable disc every that b̂ r puttinj bla'ok ointjient 

ozi the slzull it was yiossible to trouoe the ojrtert of the 

fracture because of the porous nature of the bones viiich 

absorbée the ointment (14;. In the small work. In the 

Surge,ry, great attention is paid to the light, to the 

position of the uatient and doctor and to cleanliness in 

the performance of operations (3; 10). Here again we find 

instiuctions on various way of bandaging (7 ff.). These 

Yforks arc rei'iarka.ble in that they show a considerable 

know''edge of anatomy and give evidence of practice based 

on experience and observation, c imbiued with reasoning, but 

unhampei'ed by hypotheses bapiod on insufficient obseia7"ation. 

Coan breadth of view

In nr-uny of tjiese works cited in the foregoing para-, 

graphs there is a remarkable breadth of view. In 

Aphorisms I eiaphasis is laid on the effect of the season 

of the year, the diil̂ trict and the age of the patient, on 

the course of illnesses (2; 9; 17).^ %  often find

relations established betv/een apparently unconnected 

syiintoms, e.g. between deafness and haemorrhage (Aphorisms

^ cf. Epidemics I, 23; ,y\ph. Ill 1~6 ,, _Prqg. 25,
1 and 2.
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12? 6<j) î between mn-'ms and sterility (Enidemics T, I'.), 

between the Gmotional. st̂ 'te of the natient and his physicr'l

■j'..uiQ I blon (ihuGours 9) "r/ betw een. a, wound, in tlic hord and 

snpa.'i on tlio C'̂ p'osite aida the horiy (On xion-.nyo % in the 

13) *
Conclu aion.

Coan doctors, then, were rcia.rliably free from tlie 

practice of adopting the theories of phi] oa o p h e r s , unlike 

the doctors of the Italian school, "nd in none of their 

works do we find any of the excessive empiricisTn, over- 

classification and useless treatment, which are so often 

evidei-t in the Cnidian works. In fact, the Coons generally 

combined the best characteristics of the other two schools,

jiGoiely the use of reasoning and obsoi'vation. By this 

o^nothctic method they produced a. uni for]' system of practice 

based, to a large extent, on'the humo'z'al theory.

ITnfortn o'tcly this hypothesis, with its attendant theories 

of coction, obscesoion etc., went rather too f'T bexrond 

the evidence of the senses end, as far as we can sec, the 

Coan doctors made no attempt to check their hirpotheses by 

exoerimiont. The doctors of the school of Cos are to be

seen at their best when they were actually treating their
2

potients with whom thc.̂ r took the yreotest cs.re; their 

wide experience and ceieful obseivation, especially in the

1 1, 2u; k.A.D. 4; Joints, 5b.



surgicp].. works, and their roTierkrhle breedth of view ere 

so to be comm ended , Mnder?! medicine ban fon.rd the best 

Tir '"ctices of the Cnidians. newel y the use of drn-e, surgery 

end exuerim.ents involving the use of annrrotus. to be of 

considerable value; it has also oroved tlie truth, of tlie

Coan belief in ti.e uov/ar of nature and the advisability of 

preventing illness,^ but above all it/:'as shown that new 

discovcz'ies can only be rirne by deductive rea.soning from
V

ca.refull.y observed facts, the ucthod advocated by the
2ohvsicirns of Cos. In the TTotanhvsics Aristotle sue&ks

of the difference betv/een experience ( e,M,ibe-tyio' ) and art 

(r^XvW/') ): experience deals with particulars, art with

Ujiiversais.^ The Cnidians nay be said to poseess "

which, as .Aristofie ad: its, is not inferior 

to art for ora.otic l purposes. But it is among the
' r

doctors of the Coan school that we find the true ,

wiiich results from experience and reasoni?ig and is fsi- 

suuerior to experience alone.

1 /, T,(i- /I/-) ■• » ■ . ‘■t- «
 ̂ 'I ~1 .
- note'that Aristotle takes his exaTn.ples from the art of

medicine.
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CHA1:'TER IZ
C0HC1U8I0M

ihe conclusions wliicii may be drawn from this survey 
can be listed as follows:

i) In chapter II we saw that the elements in Greek 
piiilosopiiy wnicli Cornford thought v;ere derived x'roiri inyth 

can 0 0  explained as psychological pheiiomena, such as are 
to be seen in other spheres of Greek culture. Although 

the subject-natter of Greek philosophy was suggested by 
myth, the finished product was a structure of the intellect 

not laid on the foundations of myth but based on observation 
and perhaps to a certain extent on knowledge learnt iron
0 rie ntal peoples.
ii) In the consideration of rhe work of the ore-docratio 

philosophers we saw that they all, with the exception of 
the hleatics, used the data of sonse-pereeption to a certain

extent; and even the Sleatics cannot be considered as the 
successors of the shaman simply because (as Comford 
thought) the power of reasoning on which they relied 
resembled the prophetic faculty of the shaman, in that 
they, like him, claimed immediate and certain apprehension 
of the truth. There is a grdat difference between the 
logical reasoning of the bleatics, which is an acoive 
■QP0 068S and the shaman ' s pas si v e acceptance of a, divine 

re vela iîi on e The other pliilOBOpiiers, vis. Hera-clitus,
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î v unag01 as c.,r.id Eiupccoclc, whori Coriil'ord thought to be 

successors of the shaman we found to hove re: fed upon 

BoiiBe-perception, to a certain ertrut ot lof ,.;t, oven if 

h.j.Oy g(...ve precedence to the intellect over tlie sensee.

Uc also loiind that a nu;ibc_ of theories weicl appeared to 

ft jriori ivero, in fact, based on obsei-vrtir.n, however 

insufiiciCjit; and those theories which wez-e obviously 

Ï. priori were supported by observation, 

ill) Ac cording to Gornf ord the Greek doctors wore n.ore 

''enoirio than the philo soldiers. But Cor if or d iiade 

ho distinction between tlie three nedical sqhools; if he 

had, he v;ould have found that along witu the scientific 

observation rnd experiments, which arc undoubt.dly to bo 

found in the Hiippocrrtic corpus, there arc in the works of 

the Italian school h^rpotheses taken ov(;r from the pnilo- 

sophcrs and unchcclicd by observation, and in the works of 

the Coan school theories which went as far bĉ '̂ond the 

evidence of the senses as any in philosophy; while in 

tiie works of the Cnidian school he would have been able to 

see the disadvantages of the "empirical" method, when 

imallied with reasoning. We also found that the experi

ments conducted by the Creek doctors seldom had a more 

successful result than those conducted bv the philosophers, 

because generally both began with a false theory based on 

insufficient observation and often failed to establish an
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exnci, pF.z'u.Llel cecween the o,ppar':'tus used au.d the object 

kjiê u V. oi'c trying to di sc over the t n t h  

1-i.iG cle.osydi'c;. ezpeii'lent of Empeclocloe a.nd the 

experiment with jars joined by -pipes described in TTolriieB 

s Lc . ) . Occo.cionchlj \va find i-'’ both nhilosonby '-•Vid 

i.icdiĉ iiG experinonts v.liich prove a true theory (e..'".

/ or." 0 ’ expo riment with v/ine—shins to rrove that r.ir

-IS 0. corporco.l GubstancO; end the emerirciit d-ocribec. in 

' ':i 1-ho Ho art to test the syotem of o'* coure of the sigmoid 

V 0.1 VO a) , It fjeens tho,t experiments r.re onl%- of vr-.l'ue when 

the original jijrpothesis is based on oarefnd observation 

and vmen the experiment itself is c.^refnll.y conducted o.nd. 

its results noted in full detail without cor.sidorotion of 

the original hypothesis ? in order that it may be T^ossible 

to see whether there is o.ny disagreement between the 

theory and the results of the experiment. 

iv) Cornford thought that the "enpirica]’’ method was 

introduced into philosophy from medicine. This seems 

nost unlikely, as the method already existed before it 

was formally described by Alcmaeon, and had, in fact, 

been used by the mieslans. Alcmaeon's theory probably, 

had some effect on later pre-Sooratic philosophy, but 

after the time of Alcmaeon we find rather more attention 

being naid to reasoning than to sense-perception (e.g. by 

the fytliagoreans and Atomists;.
Cornford was probably nearer to the truth than
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-biri-ot, vz.oiL no laid e irhrsis on the luto'^/octual

O', 10 u:. of IJ..C 0100: n ; bi't r*,e W'S wro..-.g to r ssu o

"'-''' ̂ i.'40 </iiO Hh.n.:.'Ù.G. t.‘0 Oreo o pfiiu r-tte_. Uion to 

uvi-.iL— pCj'üwpki;>yi, that t;•.o 11* pliij.onOjih;/ wr e orf y a 
0:'.tiouoj,izr..tion of oyth and bhnt re0.3or., -.ei v;oico tic

j.nnopn&Z'G rc],loci, v/aa **.1 c t ,e or 'pketic f oul tj- i the 
rf:.v..:v' n • Tith regr-rci to tlic lot tor p:)irit, it is ■•u.cîi ..loro 
j.x.'xl" tb"t the -Creek phi''.oainhers ex)c to o roa.: * eotl ou
of toe tru th 7/I icn oan bo goixof bg rer3 on t m  their
ooiisicTor-ble srcoosson in the sohere of nathe 'rtlos, o. 

subject on wh 1 oh Corrford hrrdiy touche , 7 '. riy c.-o- e,
I'xruf':rd cprtaii;.]y did not oupnoro tint oecllcir.c lerived 
ito tùueto frO": cha.mnninm or ovth; o.nd yet wc fi' d In 
t; ,0 . wori'.s of the very rckool v/.lc?' cor.domnec! nkilosooLlorl 
th tori on (i.e. tke Coan Hcliooi , '.uc l e t  'f’edielre ; , 
hypot'xr-n whicli go beyond the ovidenoc of the sense$, and, 
moreover, on ineisteroe on the importance of ror.sor.

fuc s:,'Ote .x of phil.ODOuiiy and "cclicizie vxicl I m t o d  longoot, 
ii; noly to iicn p.zid the oracticoe of the Co^n cckool, ure 
t: e v-ory ones wuich oo.'tbintui ixasou with senec-peroeption 

nn<3 (y./eu -"ve ereoedonce tn reaoozi; 'u.'d the falinrcs of 
"rco' coience can bo shown to bs due to a iro^r of ecuili- 
bz'ium between tie two,, to too grent on innictenoe either 
on t.ce- oollcotion of foots, -n in the co-c of the Unidio.n 
ooliool, or the nco of reoro.n oaparrtcd from obscivntion, 
OS In the cpr.e of the Elertics. Exnerienoe, obncrvotlon
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experiment played an important part in Ore/: philo- 

eopliy and. nedie i n o R  ^^/itbout tlieu the Gree'.a would, never 

]̂ .".VG T.iale any progresc iu these ecieueee and wo may s.ny 

that the fouulations of e..ipi?:icn.l Bcieiico v.xie laid by 

IHie Gree'nx hut the!]:' greatest achiove .ieiit wae t.le 

uiaooverj of the va'ue of the intellect which works upon 

the data provided, by the seuoee. This, ho Aristof^e 

says/' is true r e - n g  ,

^ î'.ïetauhVB. I, 981a..
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